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Edge-labeled graphs have proliferated rapidly over the last decade due to the

increased popularity of social networks and the Semantic Web. In social networks,

relationships between people are represented by edges and each edge is labeled with

a semantic annotation. Hence, a huge single graph can express many different

relationships between entities. The Semantic Web represents each single fragment

of knowledge as a triple (subject, predicate, object), which is conceptually identical

to an edge from subject to object labeled with predicates. A set of triples constitutes

an edge-labeled graph on which knowledge inference is performed.

Subgraph matching has been extensively used as a query language for patterns

in the context of edge-labeled graphs. For example, in social networks, users can

specify a subgraph matching query to find all people that have certain neighborhood

relationships. Heavily used fragments of the SPARQL query language for the Se-

mantic Web and graph queries of other graph DBMS can also be viewed as subgraph

matching over large graphs.

Though subgraph matching has been extensively studied as a query paradigm



in the Semantic Web and in social networks, a user can get a large number of answers

in response to a query. These answers can be shown to the user in accordance with an

importance ranking. In this thesis proposal, we present four different scoring models

along with scalable algorithms to find the top-k answers via a suite of intelligent

pruning techniques. The suggested models consist of a practically important subset

of the SPARQL query language augmented with some additional useful features.

The first model called Substitution Importance Query (SIQ) identifies the

top-k answers whose scores are calculated from matched vertices’ properties in each

answer in accordance with a user-specified notion of importance. The second model

called Vertex Importance Query (VIQ) identifies important vertices in accordance

with a user-defined scoring method that builds on top of various subgraphs articu-

lated by the user. Approximate Importance Query (AIQ), our third model, allows

partial and inexact matchings and returns top-k of them with a user-specified ap-

proximation terms and scoring functions. In the fourth model called Probabilistic

Importance Query (PIQ), a query consists of several sub-blocks: one mandatory

block that must be mapped and other blocks that can be opportunistically mapped.

The probability is calculated from various aspects of answers such as the number

of mapped blocks, vertices’ properties in each block and so on and the most top-k

probable answers are returned.

An important distinguishing feature of our work is that we allow the user

a huge amount of freedom in specifying: (i) what pattern and approximation he

considers important, (ii) how to score answers - irrespective of whether they are

vertices or substitution, and (iii) how to combine and aggregate scores generated by



multiple patterns and/or multiple substitutions. Because so much power is given to

the user, indexing is more challenging than in situations where additional restrictions

are imposed on the queries the user can ask.

The proposed algorithms for the first model can also be used for answering

SPARQL queries with ORDER BY and LIMIT, and the method for the second

model also works for SPARQL queries with GROUP BY, ORDER BY and LIMIT.

We test our algorithms on multiple real-world graph databases, showing that our

algorithms are far more efficient than popular triple stores.
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Chapter 1: Preliminaries

1.1 Introduction

The need to efficiently search graph-structured resources such as the Internet and

social networks is increasing dramatically. Major companies track what is being said

about them on online social networks in order to monitor their products, brands,

and reputations. Financial institutions monitor what is being said on social media

in order to forecast movements of stock prices, possibly in conjunction with other

variables. Law enforcement organizations monitor chatter on online social networks

such as Facebook and Twitter to see if violence is being planned at protests. Gov-

ernments monitor what is being said online in order to track a variety of terrorist

groups. Also related is the Semantic Web, where RDF datasets can be viewed as

massive graph databases and (large fragments of) SPARQL queries can be viewed

as subgraph matching queries, with the problem of query answering being viewed

as a kind of matching problem.

There are many applications where a user wishes to identify subsets of vertices

in the graph that are of interest to him. One popular way for this is to specify

subgraph queries, and multiple answers in the graph databases may end up matching

such queries. The user, however, wishes to score the answers in some way, also taking
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into account various aspects of answers such as vertex properties, the number of

answers to which a specific vertex is matched, and so on. If one such query is not

enough to express all interests, multiple queries can be defined and scores should be

aggregated. But as he knows his mission and application needs better than most

designers of graph DBMSs, he wants to specify how to score the answers as part of

his query. From the graph DBMS perspective, allowing the user to specify scoring

mechanisms poses a challenge because they do not know the query or the scoring

method in advance and hence cannot plan indexing and query optimization methods

as well as they could if they knew how scoring was being done. While almost all past

work on top-k queries to graph databases do not allow the user to express scoring

methods within his query, in this proposal, we propose a couple of methods that

will bring this power to the user.

We first present a few sample application scenarios from the Web and social

networks, where such a capability is useful.

Potential fraud in banking Banks are required to report suspicious transactions to

their respective governments. The definition of “suspicious” varies from one country

to another, but in most developed economies at least, the way money flows through

the banking network is one important criterion. A bank official would consider the

set of all accounts (or account holders) both in his bank and corresponding banks (i.e.

banks from which either inflows or outflows of funds occur) as vertices in a network.

There is an edge (v1, v2) in this network if vertex v1 transfers funds to vertex v2. The

edge may be labeled with multiple properties (e.g. amount transferred, date, etc.).
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Based on past experience, the banker defines subgraph queries reflecting suspicious

accounts and/or fund transfers. To score the answers to these queries, he takes

advantage of his knowledge of suspicious banking transactions and defines a scoring

function in such queries. The top-k users identified are then presented by the system

to him.

Potential job-matches on LinkedIn LinkedIn provides valuable services to companies

by matching company job requirements with the skills of users. When it contracts

to advertise a job, both LinkedIn and the company involved wish to ensure that

the best matches for the job are found. In this case, LinkedIn may define multiple

subgraph queries that identify vertices in the LinkedIn graph database (people are

vertices, edges are contacts between people) that are of interest. These queries may

also require that users have certain skills, satisfy nationality requirements, or require

(maybe through another separate query) that the users be linked to people already

in the company who have a high job performance score or who have graduated from

universities (and with similar GPAs) that the company has had good experiences

with in the past. Each requirement is scored by a separate query and the company

then specifies how to aggregate these scores into a unified score. For instance, if a

particular user Bob is both well-connected with people in the company and comes

from a school/university from which the company has had good experiences in the

past, they may want to give him a higher score than if he met just one of these

criteria.
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Identifying the best restaurants in a city on TripAdvisor Suppose TripAdvisor wishes

to rank the best restaurants in a city C. In order to do this, they may aggregate

scores of all their users. But there are occasional allegations of fraud in TripAdvisor

reviews (e.g. the restaurant owner may try to post fraudulent reviews). TripAdvisor

is reported to have a team solely to identify such fraud [67]. So TripAdvisor may look

not only at the reviews themselves, but also potential inter-relationships between

users. In this case, vertices can be used to represent reviews and restaurants, and

there is an edge from review rev to restaurant res if rev is about res. There is

also an edge between two reviews if they were not written by the same person (or

if TripAdvisor inferred this, via some mechanisms). The review may have attributes

such as star rating, results of natural language processing, information about the

author, and more. TripAdvisor may come up with a set of subgraph queries that

identify excellent restaurants in city C. For instance, these subgraphs may include

patterns that ensure that good reviews are provided by truly different sources. A

scoring function can then assign a score to each restaurant, with one such score for

each query — another function merges these scores together.

Identifying suspect vertices on Twitter There are a number of suspicious vertices

on Twitter. Such vertices include ones that are bots or engage in fraudulent click-

through behavior. For instance, a popular strategy on Twitter is for fraudulent

vertices to copy a popular tweet containing a micro-URL from a legitimate source

(e.g. a news source) and replace the micro-URL to one where the advertiser pays

them for a click [29]. An advertiser or the government may wish to find such fraud-
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ulent links. Often, fraudulent accounts have a number of other fraudulent accounts

following them, artificially inflating their counts. They also follow a number of

fraudulent accounts as well as some legitimate ones in order to evade detection [26].

A Twitter executive (or the ripped off advertiser) trying to identify such fraudulent

accounts may define a number of subgraph queries, along with constraints on the

vertices’ tweeting behavior. He then develops way of scoring the answers to such

queries satisfying the queries (and constraints) via appropriate scoring functions.

All these applications share two common factors; users specify i) subgraph pat-

terns and ii) how vertices/substitutions involved in the resulting match are scored.

The system doesn’t know this in advance, only at query time.

In Chapter 2, to this end, we propose an aggregate top-k computation model

called Vertex Importance Query (VIQ) whose goal is to identify top-k vertices by

user defined scoring and aggregation terms and which is a mixture of a meaningful

subset of SPARQL 1.1 and some additional features not supported by SPARQL

1.1. Each answer is separately scored based on its mapped vertices’ properties

and projected to a vertex, and scores of all answers projected to same vertex are

aggregated to define the score of the vertex. In order to calculate an upper bound

score of a vertex, we propose a novel index structure called PM Index and a suite

of pruning algorithms. In particular, the suggested index and algorithms can also

be used for answering SPARQL queries with GROUP BY1, ORDER BY and LIMIT.

To the best of our knowledge, the suggested methods are the first ones that answer

1Please note that with GROUP BY its query processing is much more complicated than plain
top-k queries only with ORDER BY and LIMIT
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aggregate top-k subgraph matching queries.

In Chapter 3, yet another top-k computation model called Substitution Im-

portance Query (SIQ), where only top-k answers are returned from among the huge

number of answers obtained by subgraph matching queries, is proposed. The score

of an answer is defined by mapped vertices’ properties, e.g. age, salary, which are

combined together by a scoring function specified in the query. This is analogous

to SPARQL queries with ORDER BY and LIMIT.

We define Approximate Importance Query in Chapter 4 in order to consider

various approximation points. First, an edge in a query can be mapped to a multi-

hop path of a graph database. Second, some edges of the query can be missing in

a matched pattern. After allowing all these approximations, the number of answer

candidates exponentially increases, and thus the necessity of top-k increases as well.

All exact matches and approximate matches are scored by a user-written scoring

function and only the top-k of matches are returned to users.

Another method in Chapter 5 is to express uncertainty in queries. Sometimes

users don’t know how to write the best query or there are several different ways to

express their interests. In such cases, our method allows users to draw several query-

blocks to constitute a user query and patterns of graph database matched to any

combination of blocks are valid answers. Users can specify a probability function to

find the top-k most probable answers. In general, users may give a higher probability

as more blocks are mapped and matched vertices have more appropriate properties.

We make the following contributions throughout the main four chapters.
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• We propose a top-k computation model called Vertex Importance Query (VIQ)

to use projections and aggregations for scoring vertices. In order to decrease

response time, we suggest a novel index structure to calculate an upper bound

score of vertices and a suite of pruning methods based on them.

• Another top-k computation model called Substitution Importance Query (SIQ)

is also suggested to score answers, i.e. matched patterns, against queries.

Each answer is scored by its mapped vertices’ properties. We also propose a

specialized index structure and several pruning methods.

• Approximate Importance Query (AIQ) is proposed to consider various approx-

imation points in terms of connectivity. With allowing approximations, one

query pattern is indeed converted into many similar queries and we proposed

a novel index structure and algorithm to find only top-k answer from all those

similar query patterns.

• We also propose Probabilistic Importance Query (PIQ) to identify the top-k

most probable answers against users’ uncertainty queries.

• All the methods we propose for VIQ can be used for answering SPARQL

queries with GROUP BY, ORDER BY and LIMIT, and to the best of my knowl-

edge, this is the first work to specifically focus on solving those types of queries

efficiently.

• All the methods we propose for SIQ can be used for answering SPARQL

queries with ORDER BY and LIMIT.
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• We test all methods in 7 real datasets, whose size is up to 234M edges, and

we could get meaningful improvements.

In Chapter 5, we conclude this proposal after summarizing our contributions

and their significance.

1.2 Related Work

We consider related work in three areas: general subgraph matching, approximate

subgraph matching, and top-k query processing.

General subgraph matching The problem of efficiently evaluating subgraph match-

ing queries over huge graphs/networks has been recently addressed in different sce-

narios, among which social network analysis and RDF database management play an

important role [42]. Many social network analysis methods [36, 50] operate in main

memory. For social networks of the size of Facebook and Flickr, such an approach is

infeasible and disk-based data management becomes mandatory. More importantly,

complex queries involving even a few joins can quickly cause such approaches to

run into trouble. In the RDF realm, approaches differ with respect to their storage

regime and query answering strategies [41]. However, the great majority of RDF

databases are triple oriented, in the sense that they focus on the storage and re-

trieval of individual triples. Some systems (e.g. [16, 57, 1]) use relational databases

as their back-end and a relational query engine to answer queries. Others propose

native storage formats for RDF (e.g. [13, 39]). [7] shows that storing RDF in a

vertical database leads to significant query time improvements, whereas [48] focuses

8



on physical data structures and join processing. [58] uses triple selectivity estima-

tion techniques similar to those used in relational database systems. Other works on

general graph data management and subgraph matching (e.g. [20, 32, 38, 54, 69, 70])

typically employ heuristics to predict the cost of answering strategies based on statis-

tics about the dataset and the current state of query processing and then choose

a strategy to minimize cost. For instance, [72] proposes to transform vertices into

points in a vector space, thus converting queries into distance-based multi-way joins

over the vector space. In [22] the authors propose a two-step join optimization algo-

rithm based on a cluster based join index. GADDI [68] employs a structural distance

based approach and a dynamic matching scheme to minimize redundant computa-

tions. GADDI can handle graphs with thousands of vertices, which are common in

many biological applications. In [69] the authors propose SUMMA, which improves

over GADDI and employs more advanced indices, becoming capable of handling

graphs with up to tens of millions of vertices. The algorithm in [70] employs an ag-

gressive pruning strategy based on an index storing label distributions. In [46], the

authors argue that existing indices over sets of data graphs do not support efficient

pruning when they face graphs with tens of thousands of vertices. They propose an

index that is specifically targeted at this query evaluation scenario. COSI [14] built

upon DOGMA [13] and proposed a cloud-based algorithm for subgraph matching

that works very efficiently on graphs with over 770M edges. [15] extends DOGMA

to handle skewed degree distributions in graph databases and shows how to quickly

answer complex subgraphs queries on graph data with over 1B edges. None of the

above works handle uncertainty or user defined scoring in their queries.
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Approximate subgraph matching [49] proposed a basic algorithm for the problem

of approximately matching a query against a database of many small graphs. The

algorithm is based on A∗ search whereby each vertex in the search tree represents

a vertex pair matching. Each vertex pair matching has an associated cost that is

inversely proportional to the “goodness” of the match. The basic notion of edit

distance [56] between two graphs is used in many approximate subgraph matching

systems proposed since. Grafil [66] tries to identify frequently occurring but selec-

tive subgraphs in a graph database, which are called features. Given a query graph,

all features in the query are determined — this allows the computation of a feature

similarity score (based on the number of missing features) and return approximate

matches. SAGA [60] measures the distance between two graphs as a weighted lin-

ear combination of the structural difference, vertex mismatches, and vertex gaps.

TALE [61] characterizes a vertex by its label, the list of its neighbors, and the in-

terconnections between the neighbor vertices. The idea is to determine the subset

V of “interesting” vertices in the query graph and then to look up all graphs in

the database which contain the vertices in V . The measures proposed in SAGA

and TALE for determining the degree of similarity between graphs are guided by

the authors’ intuition about the problem domain (such as the importance of vertex

labels in biological networks). Another line of work [45, 64] proposes a probabilistic

model for the alignment between a query graph and a host graph. The focus of this

work is to describe a probability distribution over the set of all possible alignments

using features from either graph and then to find the most likely assignment. None

of the above works have demonstrated scalability to operate on graphs with millions
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of vertices and edges. Probabilistic matching between a query and one huge graph

database (upto over 1B edges) was shown in [12] — however, the proposed approach

only allows setting fixed “probabilistic” scores.

Top-k query processing One way to improve the performance of triplestores for

top-k SPARQL queries has been proposed in [40]. They propose a rank-aware

join algorithm for queries with additive SUM scoring functions for substitutions.

Our framework supports many complex user-defined scoring functions, not only

restricted to SUM. [53] suggested using twig queries to score substitutions and a

query edge is mapped to a path in the data. The score of a substitution is the sum

of the weights of all the edges involved in the edge to path mappings. [24] extends

this work to graph data. The k most similar subgraphs to a query graph, where

similarity is defined using maximum common subgraphs, are targeted in [71]. [65]

lets users score vertices via a function f that represents a “relevance” for each vertex.

Once these relevance scores are computed for all vertices, a higher level is computed

as
∑

u∈Nbr(v,h) f(u), where Nbr(v, h) is a set of h-hop neighbors of v. Top-k vertex

set search by graph simulation has been suggested in [30], where the score of the

output variable of a query is defined as the size of the maximum graph simulation

matching the output variable to a vertex. Both [65] and [30] do not allow the user

to choose the final scoring function. The features of some of the above works are

summarized in Table 1.1.

As Table 1.1 shows, three different top-k computation models that will be

introduced in the following chapters have much sophisticated features in comparison
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Query Scored Full user Advanced scoring Approx.
blocks object defined scoring (Aggreg. or Normaliz.) Matching

[40] 7 Substitution 3 7 7

[53] 7 Substitution 7 7 7

[24] 7 Substitution 7 7 7

[71] 7 Substitution 7 7 7

[65] 7 Vertex 7 3 7

[30] 7 Vertex 7 7 7

Chapter 2 7 Vertex 3 3 7

Chapter 3 7 Substitution 3 7 7

Chapter 4 7 Substitution 3 7 3

Chapter 5 3 Substitution 3 3 7

Table 1.1: Comparison with related works

with past work. We believe that these bring a better opportunity for users to mine

their interested patterns more accurately and precisely.

1.3 Basic Definitions

In this section, we define edge-labeled graphs and some basic terms and notations.

We assume the existence of four arbitrary, but fixed, disjoint sets V , L, P , T of

vertex names, edge labels, vertex properties, and type names, respectively. Each

p ∈ P has an associated domain dom(p) which is a set (disjoint from V , L, and P)

of values that can be assigned to p. We assume the existence of a special property

type ∈ P with domain T . A graph database is defined as follows.

Definition 1.3.1 (Graph Database). A Graph Database G is a triple 〈V,E, ℘〉,

where

• E ⊆ V × L× V is a set of labeled edges;

• ℘ : V ×P →
⋃
p∈P dom(p) is a partial property assignment function, such that
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(i) if ℘(v, p) is defined, then ℘(v, p) ∈ dom(p) and (ii) ℘(v, type) is defined for

all v ∈ V . 2

A sample graph database is shown in Figure 2.2. If P = {type, level} and

dom(type) = {person, product, company}, the property function assigns the value

person to the pair (Steve, type), meaning that person is the type of the vertex named

Steve.

Definition 1.3.2 (Term; Numeric Term). A (numerical) term is a value of a prop-

erty, a property of a query variable, a real number, or a polynomial-time computable

function of numerical terms.

• Every member of
⋃
p∈P dom(p) is a term. If nt ∈

⋃
p∈P dom(p) ∩ R, then nt

is a numeric term.

• If ?x ∈ VAR and p ∈ P, then ?x.p is a term. If dom(p) ⊆ R, then ?x.p is a

numeric term.

• If nt1, nt2 are numeric terms, then f(nt1, nt2) is a numeric term if f is a

polynomial-time computable function.

A term is ground if no variables occur in it. We say a term t is solely about

variable ?x if ?x is the only variable occurring in t. For instance, (?x.level − 1),

(?x.level − 10) ∗ (?y.level + 2) are both terms. The importance query (definition

follows) shown in Figure 3.2 contains the numeric term ?r.stars. We assume that

all ground numeric terms are evaluated, e.g. the numeric term 2 + 3 is evaluated

to 5.
2℘ is partial function as it is not necessarily defined for all pairs (v, p) ∈ V × P.
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Definition 1.3.3 (Constraint). (i) If t1, t2 are terms, then t1 = t2 and t1 6= t2 are

constraints.

(ii) If nt1, nt2 are numeric terms, then nt1 < nt2, nt1 ≤ nt2, nt1 > nt2, nt1 ≥ nt2

are constraints.

(iii) If c1, c2 are constraints, then c1 ∧ c2 is a constraint.

For instance, ?x.level >?y.level and (?x.level > 5∧ ?x.level ≤ y.level+ 3) are both

constraints. The example importance query in Figure 3.2 contains for variable ?r

the constraint ?r.type = restaurant. We say constraint C is solely about variable

?x if ?x is the only variable occurring in C.

Let VAR be a set of variable symbols (we use strings starting with question

marks as for variables). We assume VAR is disjoint from V , L, P , T and from⋃
p∈P dom(p). The idea is that variables must be “bound” to vertices in the graph

database.
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Chapter 2: Vertex Importance Queries

We consider a simple nuclear proliferation example in which an analyst is trying to

identify suspicious entities. The analyst already has a network consisting of vertices

(people, companies) and links between them. For instance, SPINN [8] extracts this

network by first finding individuals/companies who have been sanctioned by the

US and other similar governments for export control violations. SPINN then uses

LinkedIn and Bloomberg’s worldwide lists of directors and officers of companies to

flesh this network out completely. Of course, not everyone in the SPINN’s network

of over 74K vertices and over 1M edges is necessarily bad. The suspiciousness level

is represented as one of {1, 0,−1} — each represents “suspicious”, “unknown”, and

“non-suspicious”, respectively.

Our knowledge of nuclear proliferation networks that have been previously dis-

covered suggests some typical suspicious connections among suspect vertices. Two

anonymized example pattern queries created from them are shown in Figure 2.1,

one corresponding to a suspicious financial network, and another corresponding to a

suspicious logistics network — both these can be illicit networks because money and

materials must both be “moved” in order to achieve a desired goal. The query PQ1

looking for suspicious financial networks starts by focusing on the suspicious bank
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B1 — which has come to the notice of nuclear regulators for a reason. They are

looking for banks matched for ?b1 (through a path of “partner” links of maximum

length 2) which has financed an energy company ?c2 and a metallurgy company ?c1.

Such a subnetwork might be suspicious because bank ?b1 is financing nuclear supply

producers. PQ2, similarly, is looking for logistics companies ?c1 and ?c2 that are

partners of the suspicious logistics companies C7 and C8, as well as two people ?p1,

?p2, and a bank ?b1. Bank ?b1 must have funded both ?c1 and ?c2. ?p1 and ?p2

must have friendship and are both linked to the suspicious logistics companies. If

the same bank appears as a solution to ?b1 in both queries, then it would naturally

be of greater interest to the analyst.

To this end, we score matched patterns of each query with ?c1.sus +

(1+?c2.sus)2 and project to ?b1. In both queries, ?c2 plays a more important role

for nuclear proliferation. A vertex score in each query is then defined as an aggre-

gated value (we use SUM in the example) over the scores of all patterns projected

to the same vertex. Finally, we total the vertex score of each query up. With the

simple SPINN network example of Figure 2.2, one pattern of PQ1 maps ?b1 to B2

— ?b2 is mapped to B4, ?c1 to C2 and ?c2 to C1, so B2’s score is 1 + (1 + 1)2 = 5

for PQ1. Two patterns of PQ2 map ?b1 to B2. In the first one, ?c1 is mapped to

C6, ?c2 to C1, ?p1 to P4, and ?p2 to P1, so B2’s score is 0 + (1 + 1)2 = 4. In the

second one, ?c1 is mapped to C2, ?c2 to C1, ?p1 to P3, and ?p2 to P1, so B2’s score

is 1 + (1 + 1)2 = 5. Thus, the overall score of B2 w.r.t. PQ2 is 9, and its final score

is 14 if we use SUM to aggregate scores (the final scores of B3, B4, and B6 are 6, 4,

and 1, respectively).
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(a) PQ1

(b) PQ2

Figure 2.1: Example query. Circles represent people, diamonds represent companies,
and rectangles represent banks. An edge annotated with an integer number w can
be matched to paths with maximum length w.

Queries such as this require the following features. (i) The user must be able

to specify a set of patterns of interest to him. (ii) The user must be able to specify

a scoring function that extracts properties of a vertex (?c1.sus above) and use it

to define a scoring metric. (iii) The user must be able to specify maximum path

lengths in his query. (iv) The user must be able to “bump up” the score of a vertex

that satisfies multiple criteria by aggregating them (as is done by adding up the two

scores above).

The use of patterns similar to those in the SPINN nuclear trafficking application

applies in many different commercial fraud investigations as well. For instance,
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Figure 2.2: Example graph database G. Vertices are annotated with the values
of their suspicious and specialty properties; integers represent suspiciousness lev-
els; “M” stands for “Metallurgy”, “L” stands for “Logistics”, and “E” stands for
“Energy”.

one type of medical insurance fraud (MIF) involves staging fake accidents. The

individuals and organizations involved in such MIF networks involve a network of

individuals (called “runners”) who stage accidents and bring fake “victims” to one

or more “clinics”. Another network of individuals handle the legal side of things

— they involve networks of lawyers and claimants who work closely together in the

scam. A third network of individuals include the medical professionals and doctors

who deliver the medical services — doctors involved in the fraud are often connected

with other doctors. And a fourth network ties the clinics involved that ultimately bill

the insurance company. Often times, the same patient visits many different clinics,
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and the same doctors are tied to different clinics involved in the fraud, and so are

the lawyers. A person who ends up occurring in many of these networks is generally

more suspicious than others. Insurance investigators wish to specify methods to

focus on the most suspicious individuals — something that can be expressed via

the scoring queries proposed in this paper — and they are generally looking for the

top-k suspicious people as they are limited in their investigative resources.1

The rest of this section describes related work. Then, in Sections 1.3 and

2.1, we define graph databases, propose Scoring Queries that capture the above

features, and define the top-k answers to scoring queries. Section 2.2 describes our

scoring query processing algorithm. The algorithm includes a method to estimate

an upper bound on the score of any vertex which allows us to prune the search for

top-k answers. The estimation of these upper bounds is critical, but unfortunately,

exactly finding these upper bounds is NP-hard. Because of this, we present two

algorithms: the PScore LP algorithm where the optimal upper bound is found using

a list-oriented pruning method, and the PScore NWST algorithm which leverages

Node-Weighted Steiner Trees to quickly find very good upper bounds (though they

may not be optimal). Section 2.3 discusses how our approaches can be extended to

encompass any maximum path length constraints expressed in the query. Section 4.4

summarizes our experiments on 7 real-world data sets involving graphs with upto

234M edges.

1See http://linkanalysisnow.com/2009/04/analyzing-medical-fraud.html for a detailed analysis
of how such scams work. This site also provides links to lots of other fraudulent activities where
scoring queries may play a natural role.
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2.1 Formal Definition of Vertex Importance Queries

In this section, we formally define scoring queries, an example of which was in-

formally given in the Introduction. A Scoring Query (S-query) consists of a set

of Pattern Map Queries (PM-queries) as shown by the graphs in Figure 2.1 and

a global aggregation function according to which the scores of answers generated

by the individual PM-queries can be evaluated. Intuitively, a PM-query is used to

specify a way to (locally) score a class of sub-graphs of G having some characteristic

(structure, vertex properties, or edge labels) the user wants to look for.

2.1.1 Pattern Map Queries

As we defined in Section 1.3, VAR is a set of variable symbols (we use strings starting

with question marks as for variables). We assume VAR is disjoint from V , L, P ,

T and from
⋃
p∈P dom(p). The idea is that variables must be “bound” to vertices

in the graph database. A (numerical) term is a value of a property, a property

of a query variable, a real number, or a polynomial-time computable function of

terms. For instance, (?x.sus − 1), (?x.sus + 1) ∗ (?y.sus + 2) are both terms. A

constraint is a comparison between terms, the application of a set operator to terms,

or the application of a logical operator (∧, ∨, or ¬) to constraints. For instance,

Energy ∈?x.specialty, ?x.sus >?y.sus, and (?x.sus > 0∧ ?x.sus ≤ y.sus + 1) are

all constraints.

We are now ready to introduce the notion of pattern map query. Let ∗ be a

distinguished “wildcard” label not occurring in L.
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Definition 2.1.1 (Pattern Map (PM) Query). A pattern map query (PM-query)

is a 5-tuple PQ = 〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉, where:

• VPQ ⊆ V ∪ VAR with VPQ ∩ V 6= ∅.2

• EPQ ⊆ VPQ × (2L ∪ {∗})× Z+ × VPQ.

• χ is a finite set of constraints over variables in VPQ.

• % is a partial function which associates variables in VPQ with numerical terms.

• lagg ∈ {MIN,MAX,AV G, SUM} is a “local” aggregation function.

We assume that every variable in VPQ has a type constraint. In addition, if

%(?x) is defined and its value is t, then we say that ?x is an output variable, t is

a scoring term, and any variable occurring in t is a scoring variable. Moreover, if

EPQ contains an edge e = (v, L, w, v′) with w > 1, then we say that e is annotated

and PQ is edge-annotated.

The first two items of Definition 2.1.1 say that a PM-query is a directed edge-

labeled graph where (i) each vertex is either a vertex name or a variable symbol,

and (ii) each edge is labeled with a pair consisting of a set of edge labels (or ∗)

and an integer. Intuitively, the user uses this graph to specify the structure of the

sub-graphs of G he is looking for (where ∗ matches any label), including constraints

about the maximum length of paths. The constraints in χ express requirements

2We only consider anchored queries, that involve at least one constant. Anchored queries are
considered of fundamental importance in many scenarios — for instance, anchors are present in
(i) all queries in both the DBPedia [44] and LUBM [3] SPARQL benchmarks, (ii) 14 out of 20
queries in the interactive use case of the Social Network Intelligence BenchMark [5], (iii) 19 out
of 20 queries in the explore and business intelligence use cases of the Berlin benchmark [11], and
(iv) 14 out of 15 queries in the SP2Bench benchmark [6].
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about vertex properties. Function % provides a flexible way for ranking the vertices

the user is interested in by means of (possibly complex) scoring terms, while lagg is

a local aggregation function that tells us how scoring terms are aggregated. Finally,

output variables are those that will be mapped to the vertices the user wants to

compute local scores for, whereas scoring variables are those that will be mapped

to the vertices that contribute to such scores.

A scoring query consists of a set of PM-queries along with a global aggregation

function that combines the scores returned by each PM-query.

Definition 2.1.2 (Scoring Query). A scoring query (S-query) is a pair

SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉, where PQS is a finite set of PM-queries and gagg ∈

{MIN,MAX,AV G, SUM} is a “global” aggregation function.

For instance, if we consider the PM-queries PQ1 and PQ2 of our running

example, SQ = 〈{PQ1, PQ2}, SUM〉 is an S-query that ranks banks by the sum of

the scores obtained from PQ1 and PQ2.

In order to define the answer to a PM-query and an S-query, we need some

intermediate concepts.

A substitution θ is a mapping θ : VAR → V . Applying θ to an expression

e (vertex, term, or constraint) means replacing every variable ?x in e with vertex

name θ(?x), and the ground (i.e. variable-free) expression resulting from such an

application is denoted eθ. Ground terms and ground constraints are evaluated in

the obvious way.

Definition 2.1.3 (Answer Subst. for a PM-query). Given a PM-query PQ =
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〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉, an answer substitution θ for PQ is a mapping θ : VPQ → V

such that

• for each (α,L,m, β) ∈ EPQ, there is path

(v1, `1, v2), (v2, `2, v3), . . . , (vm′ , `m′ , vm′+1) in G with m′ ≤ m such that

v1 = αθ, vm′+1 = βθ, and, for each i ∈ [1..m′], `i ∈ L if L 6= {∗};

• for each constraint C ∈ χ, Cθ evaluates to true.

For instance, two answer substitutions for PQ1 of our running example are

{?b1/B3, ?c1/C4, ?c2/C3, ?b2/B5} and {?b1/B6, ?c1/C5, ?c2/C6, ?b2/B7}.3

The existence of an answer substitution θ for a PM-query PQ guarantees that

there is a way of mapping all the variables in PQ to vertices of G so that it satisfies

all other requirements specified by PQ: presence of vertex names specified in the

query, paths having a given maximum length with appropriate edge labels, and

vertex properties satisfying the constraints.

Given an answer substitution θ for PQ, and an output variable ?x of PQ,

the score of a vertex v =?xθ in G can be computed by evaluating %(?x)θ, which

results in a numerical value (obtained when the numeric term %(?x) is instantiated

by θ). Thus, if a vertex v ∈ G is the result of applying an answer substitution θ to

a variable ?x ∈ VPQ, then it has a (local) score obtained by using lagg to aggregate

all the values %(?x)θ. This is captured formally below.

Definition 2.1.4 (Local Score). Let v be a vertex in G, and PQ =

〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉 a PM-query. Let S be the set {%(?x)θ | θ is an answer substi-

3We use multisets of substitutions in general, since two same substitutions with different inter-
mediate edges between vertices, when edges are annotated, are counted twice [34].
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tution for PQ and v =?xθ}. The local score of v w.r.t. PQ, denoted lscore(v, PQ),

is lagg(S) if S 6= ∅, and ⊥ (undefined) otherwise.

For instance, in our running example, lscore(B2, PQ1) = 5 and

lscore(B2, PQ2) = 9.

Given an S-query SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉 and a vertex v of G, we compute a single

score for v w.r.t. SQ by aggregating (via the global aggregate function) the local

scores of v w.r.t. each PM-query PQ ∈ PQS.

Definition 2.1.5 (Score). Let v a vertex in G and SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉 an S-query.

Let S be the set {lscore(v, PQ) | PQ ∈ PQS and lscore(v, PQ) 6= ⊥}. The score

of v w.r.t. SQ is defined as score(v, SQ) = gagg(S) if S 6= ∅, and 0 otherwise.

In our running example score(B2, SQ) = 14, score(B3, SQ) = 6, and

score(B4, SQ) = 4.

The top-k answer to an S-query SQ is given by the set of vertices of G having

the k highest scores.

Definition 2.1.6 (Top-k Answer to an S-query). Let SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉 be an

S-query and k ≤ |V | a positive integer. The top-k answer to SQ is the set

Ans(SQ) = {v1, . . . , vk} ⊆ V such that (i) for each i ∈ [1..k − 1], score(vi, SQ) ≥

score(vi+1, SQ); (ii) there is no vertex v ∈ V \Ans(SQ) such that score(v, SQ) >

score(vk, SQ).

In our running example, the top-2 answer to SQ is the set {B2, B3}.
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2.2 Query Processing

To efficiently compute the top-k answer to an S-query SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉, we

perform the following steps:

1. We partially match the PM-queries in PQS.

2. We estimate upper bounds on the scores obtainable by vertices in G.

3. We then progressively extend these partial matches. In the process, vertices

that are no longer candidates to be in the top-k answer (since their upper

bounds are lower than the current top-k) are pruned.

In this section we describe the techniques we developed to support the above

process in the case of non-annotated queries. Later, in Section 2.3, we discuss the

extensions for the case of edge-annotated queries. Table 2.1 summarizes the symbols

used.

2.2.1 Partial Matching

In our approach, partial matching is performed by computing substitutions for a

subset of the variables in a given PM-query PQ. A query variable is said to be

essential if it is either an output variable or a scoring variable in PQ. We use

E(PQ) to denote the set of all essential variables in PQ. For instance, in both

the PM-queries of our running example, ?b1, ?c1, and ?c2 are essential variables.

Formally, a partial matching is the application of a substitution to a partial PM-
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Table 2.1: Symbols used in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Symbol Meaning

PQ PM-query
SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉 S-query (PQS is a set of PM-queries)

lscore(v, PQ) Local score of v w.r.t. PQ
score(v, SQ) Score of v w.r.t. SQ

Ans(SQ) Top-k answer to SQ
E(PQ) Set of essential variables in PQ
PPQ Partial PM-query for PQ
UB(v) Upper bound on score(v, SQ)

#subst(PQ) Upper bound on the number of answer
substitutions for PQ

cand(v, δ, π, (l, d)) Number of vertices that are connected to v
via an undirected path of length δ ending with
an edge labeled ` of type π with direction d

candub(PQ, ?x) Upper bound on the number of substitutions
for variable ?x in PQ

optPPQ(PQ) Chosen partial PM-query for PQ
#subst(PPQ,PQ) Upper bound on the number of substitutions

for the variables in PQ that are not in PPQ
EQ(PQ) Equivalent set of non-annotated “expanded”

PM-queries for PQ
cov(PPQ) Subset of EQ(PQ) such that, by extending

a substitution for PPQ, full substitutions for
all the queries in the subset can be obtained

query extracted from PQ that includes a subset of vertices of PQ (containing all

essential variables) and a subset of edges of PQ, as defined below.

Definition 2.2.1 (Partial PM-query). Given a PM-query PQ =

〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉, a partial PM-query PPQ for PQ is a 5-tuple

PPQ = 〈VPPQ, EPPQ, χ, %, lagg〉 such that:

• E(PQ) ⊆ VPPQ ⊆ VPQ;

• VPPQ ∩ V 6= ∅;

• EPPQ ⊆ EPQ is such that there exists at least one undirected path between

every pair of essential variables in E(PQ), and at least one undirected path

between each essential variable in E(PQ) and a constant vertex in VPPQ.4

As an example, ?c1←?b1 & ?c2←?b1←B1 is a partial PM-query for PQ1 of

4It should be observed that these paths may include a subset of the non-essential variables in
PQ.
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our running example (we sometimes abuse notation and use this shorthand notation

for brevity).

Definition 2.2.2 (Essential Partial Substitution). Given a PM-query PQ, an es-

sential partial substitution θ for PQ is an answer substitution for a partial PM-query

of PQ.

Example 2.2.3. Consider the PM-queries of our running example, ignoring edge

annotations for now. Observe that ?c1 ←?b1 & ?c2 ←?b1 ←B1 is a partial PM-

query for PQ1, and ?c1←?b1→?c2 & C8→?c1←?c2←C7 is a partial PM-query

for PQ2. The essential partial substitutions obtained in this case for PQ1 and PQ2

are reported in Table 2.2. Now, each vertex onto which a substitution maps variable

?b1 has a chance to be in the top-k answer. This chance may depend on the number

of full substitutions for the whole PM-queries PQ1 and PQ2 to which an essential

partial substitution can be extended after mapping variables which do not belong to

the partial PM-queries.

Table 2.2: Essential partial substitutions for PQ1 and PQ2 (without annotations).
θi,j is the j-th partial substitution for PQi.

Substitution ?b1 ?c1 (?c1.sus) ?c2 (?c2.sus)

θ1,1 B3 C4 (1) C3 (0)
θ1,2 B3 C2 (1) C3 (0)
θ1,3 B2 C2 (1) C1 (1)
θ1,4 B2 C2 (1) C6 (0)
θ2,1 B2 C6 (0) C1 (1)
θ2,2 B2 C2 (1) C1 (1)
θ2,3 B4 C2 (1) C1 (1)
θ2,4 B3 C3 (0) C2 (1)
θ2,5 B2 C3 (0) C2 (1)
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2.2.2 Computing Upper Bounds on Scores

Let us assume for now that, given an S-query SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉, we have chosen

a partial PM-query for each PQi ∈ PQS and we also have at hand all the possible

essential partial substitutions for each of the partial PM-queries chosen.

We use these essential partial substitutions to compute upper bounds on local

and global scores by creating a candidate output table where for each candidate

output vertex v, we maintain a list of essential partial substitutions which map an

output variable to v, along with the values of the scoring terms obtained from the

application of such substitutions.

For instance, in the case of our running example, we create the candidate

output table reported in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Candidate output table for PQ1 and PQ2 (without annotations).
Candidate output Substitutions Scoring term values

B2 θ1,3, θ1,4, θ2,1, θ2,2, θ2,5 5, 2, 4, 5, 4
B3 θ1,1, θ1,2, θ2,4 2, 2, 4
B4 θ2,3 4

Now, given a PM-query PQi ∈ PQS with lagg ∈ {MIN,MAX,AV G}, we

observe that an upper bound on lscore(v, PQi) is the maximum among the scoring

term values of v provided by all essential partial substitutions for PQi that map an

output variable to v. Moreover, an upper bound on score(v, SQ), denoted UB(v)

in the remainder, can be obtained by using gagg to aggregate the upper bounds on

local scores of v.

If lagg = SUM , it does not suffice to just include the scoring term value

associated with a vertex v by an essential partial substitution θ for PQi in the
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computation of an upper bound on lscore(v, PQi). Assume θ is computed for a

partial PM-query PPQi of PQi. The scoring term value provided by θ must be

multiplied by an upper bound on the number of substitutions θ can be extended to

after mapping the variables in PQi that were not chosen as variables of PPQi. We

compute this upper bound as #subst(PQiθ), where #subst is a function that, given

any PM-query PQ,5 returns an upper bound on the number of answer substitutions

for the query.

Computing Upper Bounds on Substitutions

To quickly compute #subst(PQ) we employ a structure called PM Index. This

index provides a value cand(v, δ, π, e) for each vertex v ∈ G, distance δ, value

π ∈ dom(type), and pair e = (`, d), where ` ∈ L and d ∈ {in, out}. This value

is computed as follows:

• cand(v, 1, π, e) is the cardinality of the set of vertices v′ such that (i) v′.type =

π and (ii) G contains an edge (v, l, v′) if d = out, an edge (v′, l, v) otherwise.

• cand(v, δ, π, e) = max{cand(u, 1, π, e)| there is an undirected path of length

δ − 1 from v to u in G}.

Intuitively, for a given (v, 1, π, e) quadruple (i.e. distance 1), the index con-

tains, for each label `, the number of in- and out-neighbors of v that are connected

via an edge labeled ` that are of type π. The second part of the definition updates

5Observe that PQiθ is a PM-query itself.
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this for the case when δ > 1 by recursively building on top of smaller values of δ.6

Some values of function cand for the graph database of our running example are

shown in Table 4.1.

Table 2.4: Example values of function cand, where
`←− stands for (`, in) and

`−→ for
(`, out).

v δ π e cand

B1 1 bank
partner−−−−−−→ 2

B1 2 company
funded−−−−−→ 3

C2 1 company
partner←−−−−−− 3

C2 2 bank
partner←−−−−−− 1

Now, for each variable ?x in PQ, we can define an upper bound on the number

of substitutions for ?x as candub(PQ, ?x) = cand(v, δ, π, e), where v is a constant

vertex of PQ whose distance δ from ?x is minimum w.r.t. the other constant vertices

of PQ, π is the value of the type property of ?x, and the last edge of a shortest path

between v and ?x is (·, `, ?x) if e = (`, out), and (?x, `, ·) otherwise.7

Finally, we can compute #subst(PQ) by multiplying the values of

candub(PQ, ?x) for all variables ?x in PQ. The following theorem ensures the cor-

rectness of this computation. Its proof can be found in the Appendix.

Theorem 2.2.4. Suppose PQ = 〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉 is a PM-query. Then

#subst(PQ) =
∏

?x∈VPQ∩VAR cand
ub(PQ, ?x) is an upper bound on the number of

substitutions for PQ.

Example 2.2.5. In our running example, we have #subst(PQ2) =∏
?V ∈{?b1,?c1,?c2,?p1,?p2} cand

ub(PQ2, ?V ) = 12 because candub(PQ2, ?c1) =

6In the worst case, the construction of the PM Index takes O(|V |2) time and its size is O(|V |).
However, our experiments on real datasets will show that actual construction times and index sizes
are satisfactory in practice.

7We chose to use the shortest path in the definition of candub(PQ, ?x) for simplicity. We could
have used any other kind of path in the definition — Theorem 2.2.4 can easily be extended to hold
anyway.
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cand(C8, 1, company,
partner−−−−→) = 3, candub(PQ2, ?c2) =

cand(C7, 1, company,
partner−−−−→) = 2, and candub(PQ2, ?b1) =

cand(C7, 2, bank,
funded←−−−−) = 2, candub(PQ2, ?p1) = cand(C8, 2, person,

work←−−−) =

1, candub(PQ2, ?p2) = cand(C7, 2, person,
work←−−−) = 1. Note that C7 is the closest

constant from ?c2, ?p2 and ?b1 while C8 is the closest one from ?c1 and ?p1.

Later, our experiments will show that this way of computing upper bounds

provides reasonably good bounds in practice.

2.2.3 Choosing Partial PM-queries

Given a PM-query PQ, the problem of choosing a partial PM-query PPQ =

optPPQ(PQ) for it is that of ensuring that mapping the variables of PPQ against

G results in maximizing #subst(PQθ) where θ is an answer substitution for

PPQ.8 In other words, we want to define function optPPQ in such a way that

#subst(PPQ,PQ) =
∏

?x∈(VPQ\VPPQ)∩VAR cand
ub(PQ, ?x), that is the upper bound

on the number of substitutions for the variables in PQ that were not chosen as

variables of PPQ, is maximized.

We first show that the problem of computing optPPQ(PQ) is NP-hard, then

we propose two approaches for addressing it.

To show NP-hardness of optPPQ(PQ), we start by introducing a decisional

variant optPPQ(PQ)Blog defined as the problem of deciding whether there is a partial

8The reason why we want to maximize #subst(PPQ,PQ) is related to how pruning is applied.
Intuitively, during query processing, if we pick the vertices that will possibly get a higher final
score, we increase the chances that more vertices will drop below the current threshold. Further
details are provided in Section 2.2.4.
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PM-query PPQ for PQ such that log2 #subst(PPQ,PQ) ≥ B.9 Theorem 2.2.6

characterizes the complexity of this variant. The proof of the theorem can be found

in the Appendix.

Theorem 2.2.6. optPPQ(PQ)Blog is NP-complete.

Now, it is easy to observe that optPPQ(PQ)Blog can be polynomially decided

after solving the original problem optPPQ(PQ). Indeed, optPPQ(PQ)Blog is true iff

optPPQ(PQ) returns a partial PM-query PPQ such that log2 #subst(PPQ,PQ) ≥

B. Thus, optPPQ(PQ) is NP-hard.

To compute optPPQ(PQ) we propose two alternative approaches: a list-

oriented pruning method and a reduction to the Node-Weighted Steiner Tree prob-

lem.

List-Oriented Pruning

Given a PM-query PQ, a partial PM-query for PQ can be generated by choosing a

set Vs ⊂ VPQ, and then checking whether Definition 2.2.1 holds for the partial PM-

query induced by the vertices in Vs (denoted PQ(Vs)). The list-oriented pruning

method starts by building the list of all subsets Vs of VPQ s.t. |Vs| = |VPQ| − 1.

Then, the list is processed as follows. For each unprocessed subset Vs in the list, if

PQ(Vs) satisfies Definition 2.2.1, then the algorithm adds all the subsets of Vs with

cardinality |Vs| − 1 to the list — otherwise, Vs is immediately pruned from the list.

When all the subsets in the list have been processed, the algorithm selects the one

9For technical reasons, we use log. It allows us to consider B such that its size is polynomial
w.r.t. |VPQ| in the reduction of Theorem 2.2.6.
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for which #subst(PQ(Vs), PQ) is maximum.

It is easy to see that if Vs does not comply with Definition 2.2.1, then no subset

of Vs can do: (i) if E(PQ) * Vs, then we have E(PQ) * V ′s for any V ′s ⊂ Vs; (ii) if

a path between the essential variables of PQ, or between an essential variable and

a constant vertex, cannot be defined using the vertices in Vs, then no path can be

defined using any subset of Vs.

For instance, if we consider PQ2 of our running example, Vs = {C7,

?b1, ?c2, ?p2} does not comply with Definition 2.2.1 because ?c1 is a scoring variable,

so the algorithm avoids listing all of its subsets.

Reduction to the NWST Problem

The second approach reduces our problem to the Node-Weighted Steiner Tree

(NWST) problem and then uses well-known approximate algorithms for NWST

in order to compute (sub)optimal partial PM-queries.

The NWST problem is defined as follows. Given an undirected graph Ĝ =

〈V̂ , Ê〉, a node-weight function ω : V̂ → N, and a subset of vertices S ⊆ V̂ (called

terminals), compute the minimum weight subtree of Ĝ that includes all the vertices

in S.

We reduce the problem of computing optPPQ(PQ) to an instance NWST (PQ)

of NWST as defined below.

Definition 2.2.7 (NWST(PQ)). Given a PM-query PQ = 〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉,

an instance NWST (PQ) of NWST is defined as follows: (i) V̂ contains the
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same vertices as PQ; (ii) Ê contains an undirected edge (v1, v2) for each edge

(v1, {`}, 1, v2) or (v2, {`}, 1, v1) in EPQ; (iii) S = E(PQ)∪(VPQ∩V ), i.e., S consists

of all the essential variables and constant vertices of PQ; (iv) ∀v ∈ S, ω(v) = 0 and

∀?x ∈ V̂ \ S, ω(v) = ln candub(PQ, ?x).

It turns out that solving NWST (PQ) suffices to solve optPPQ(PQ).

Theorem 2.2.8. Given a PM-query PQ, every solution T of NWST (PQ)

one-to-one corresponds to a partial PM-query PPQ(T ) for PQ such that

#subst(PPQ(T ), PQ) is maximum.

The proof of Theorem 2.2.8 can be found in the Appendix.

Thus, many well-known approximate algorithms for NWST can be used to

compute optPPQ(PQ). For instance, [33] presents two algorithms with 1.35 ln |S|

and 1.65 ln |S| as the worst case approximation ratios. Interestingly, these approx-

imation ratios do not depend on the size of the graph but only on the number of

terminal vertices, which corresponds in our case to the number of constant ver-

tices and essential variables. In our implementation, we used the faster 1.65 ln |S|

algorithm.

2.2.4 The PScore Algorithm

We conclude the section by showing how the various techniques described in the

previous sections fit together in our overall query processing algorithm, named PScore

(Algorithm 1).

The algorithm, on Line 3, applies one of the two optimization methods de-
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Algorithm 1: PScore

1 Function PScore

Input: S-query SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉
Data: Candidate output table T
Output: Anwer Set Ans containing k vertices along with their exact scores

2 foreach PQi ∈ PQS do
3 PPQi ← optPPQ(PQi)
4 compute all answer substitutions for PPQi

5 initialize T using the substitutions obtained at Line 4
6 foreach vertex v in T do
7 compute UB(v)
8 H ← the k vertices in T having the higher upper bounds
9 foreach v ∈ H do

10 compute score(v, SQ)
11 Ans← H
12 while T is not empty do
13 v ← vertex with maximum UB(v) in T
14 remove v from T
15 vk ← vertex in Ans with minimum score
16 if UB(v) ≤ score(vk, SQ) then
17 return Ans
18 compute score(v, SQ)
19 if score(v, SQ) > score(vk, SQ) then
20 replace vk with v in Ans

21 return Ans

scribed in Section 2.2.3. If the list-oriented pruning method is applied, we call the

algorithm PScore LP; otherwise, we call it PScore NWST.

The computation of exact scores (Lines 10 and 18) is done by trying to extend

every partial substitution θ associated with a vertex in T to a “full” substitution

(i.e. by computing an answer substitution for PQiθ if θ is an answer substitution

for PPQi). To this aim, the algorithm employs the map algorithm described in

Section 2.3.2.

It should be observed that PScore proceeds in decreasing order of upper bounds

because of the way vertices in the table are pruned. If the condition on Line 19 is
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true, then a vertex v has an exact score that makes it part of the current top-k

answer. When this happens, the upper bounds of one or more vertices in the table

drop below the current threshold — such vertices are automatically pruned. It can

easily be observed that the higher the score of v, the higher the likelihood that a

larger set of vertices will be pruned.

Proposition 2.2.1. Given an S-query SQ = 〈PQS, gagg〉, the PScore algorithm

terminates and correctly computes Ans(SQ). Its worst-case asymptotical time com-

plexity is O(Tmap · |V |M) where M = maxPQ∈PQS |VPQ ∩ VAR| and Tmap is the com-

plexity of the map algorithm.

2.3 Managing Edge-Annotated Queries

In this section we discuss how we extend the techniques presented in Section 2.2 to

handle the case of edge-annotated PM-queries. In particular, Section 2.3.1 shows

our approach to the computation of upper bounds and Section 2.3.2 describes the

algorithm for computing substitutions.

2.3.1 Computing Upper Bounds on Scores

The computation of upper bounds for edge-annotated queries can take advantage

of specific relationships among partial substitutions that are present in this case.

Consider for instance PQ2 of our running example. An upper bound for

it could be computed by (1) expanding it into an equivalent set EQ(PQ2) =

{EQ1, EQ2, EQ3, EQ4} (shown in Figure 2.3) of non-annotated “expanded” PM-
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queries for PQ, (2) processing such expanded queries one-by-one, and then (3) taking

the sum of the resulting upper bounds (since the set of substitutions for PQ2 is the

union of the sets of substitutions for the expanded queries).

(a) EQ1 (b) EQ2

(c) EQ3 (d) EQ4

Figure 2.3: Expanded queries for PQ2 of Figure 2.1.

However, this would require processing a partial PM-query for each ex-

panded query, and the number of expanded queries grows very quickly. Con-

sider an edge-annotated PM-query PQ = 〈VPQ, EPQ, χ, %, lagg〉. For each

annotated edge ei = (vi, Li, wi, v
′
i) in EPQ, let exp(ei) be the set of edges

{(vi, Li, 1, v′i), (vi, Li, 2, v′i)}, . . . , (vi, Li, wi, v
′
i)}. Now, observe that each expanded

query in EQ(PQ) contains a different set of edges from exp(e1) × · · · × exp(en)

where n is the number of annotated edges in EPQ. Thus, there are
∏

i∈[1..n]
wi ex-

panded queries for PQ.

We therefore propose a different approach that heuristically chooses a set of

partial PM-queries such that by extending a substitution for one of them, we can
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obtain full substitutions for more than one expanded query.

Example 2.3.1. By extending an essential partial substitution for PPQ2,1 in Fig-

ure 2.4 (resp., PPQ2,2), full substitutions for EQ1 and EQ3 (resp., EQ2 and EQ4)

can be built. Now, suppose we compute a substitution θ1 for PPQ2,1. This substi-

tution will not map variables ?p1 and ?p2 of EQ1 and variable ?x of EQ3. The

upper bound on the number of substitutions obtainable by extending θ1 is therefore

#subst(EQ1θ1) + #subst(EQ3θ1) = candub(EQ1θ1, ?p1) × candub(EQ1θ1, ?p2) +

candub(EQ3θ1, ?p1) × candub(EQ3θ1, ?p2) × candub(EQ3θ1, ?x). The same ap-

plies to any substitution θ2 for PPQ2,2: its upper bound is #subst(EQ2θ2) +

#subst(EQ4θ2) = candub(EQ2θ2, ?p1)×candub(EQ2θ2, ?p2)+candub(EQ4θ2, ?p1)×

candub(EQ2θ2, ?p2)× candub(EQ4θ2, ?x).

(a) PPQ2,1 (b) PPQ2,2

Figure 2.4: Two partial PM-queries for PQ2.

In general, let PQ be a PM-query and PPQ a partial PM-query for it.

Moreover, let cov(PPQ) ⊆ EQ(PQ) be the set of expanded queries such that

by extending a substitution for PPQ, we obtain full substitutions for all the

queries in cov(PPQ) — for instance, in our example we have cov(PPQ2,1) =

{EQ1, EQ3}. Given a substitution θ for PPQ, we have #subst(PQθ) =∑
EQ∈cov(PPQ) #subst(EQθ).
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We now describe our heuristics to choose a set Q of partial PM-queries for an

edge-annotated PM-query PQ. Obviously, Q must “fully cover” the set of expanded

queries for PQ, that is, it must satisfy ∪PPQ∈Qcov(PPQ) = EQ(PQ).

To ensure this, and to possibly provide high-quality partial PM-queries, we

first build a modified version PQ′ of PQ (by replacing annotated edges with non-

annotated ones), then we compute optPPQ(PQ′) and use the result to compute Q.

Set EPQ′ is built from EPQ by replacing each annotated edge e = (v, L, w, v′)

with two edges mod1(e) = (v, L, 1, ?V ) and mod2(e) = (?V, L, 1, v′) with ?V being

an artificial variable not in VPQ – the number of such new edges is 2n, i.e. twice

the number of annotated edges in EPQ. Now, to compute PPQ′ = optPPQ(PQ′)

we need to choose a good value for candub(PQ′, ?V ) — this value cannot be derived

from the PM Index as ?V is an artificial variable we introduce just for dealing with

annotated edges. Consider the “longest expansion” of e that consists of the follow-

ing path of w non-annotated edges: (v, L, 1, ?V1), (?V1, L, 1, ?V2), . . . , (?Vw−1, L, 1, v
′)

with each ?Vi being an artificial variable not in VPQ. We define candub(PQ′, ?V ) as

1
|EQ(PQ′)|

∑
i∈[1..w]

∑
j∈[1..|EQ(PQ′)|] cand

ub(EQj, ?Vi).

Observe that due to the properties of the problem of choosing optimal partial

PM-queries, function optPPQ will either include both edges mod1(e) and mod2(e) in

PPQ′, or none of them.

The final set Q can then be computed from PPQ′ as follows. For each

annotated edge ei = (vi, Li, wi, v
′
i) in EPQ, we define a set of edges EQ(ei) as

exp(ei) if mod1(ei) is in PPQ′, and ∅ otherwise. Now we consider the set EC =

EQ(e1)× · × EQ(en). Set Q is initialized with |EC| partial PM-queries, containing
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only the non-annotated edges in EPQ. Each of these queries is then extended with

a different set of edges from EC. Observe that |Q| = |EC| =
∏

i∈[1..n],mod1(ei) in PPQ′
wi.

It is easy to see that this approach ensures that Q cover the set of expanded queries

for PQ.

For instance, in our running example, if optPPQ(PQ2) is a partial PM-query of

the form ?c1←?b1→?c2 & C8→?c1←?c2←C7, then the final partial PM-queries

are those reported in Figure 2.4.

As our experiments will show, this approach chooses good-quality partial PM-

queries. Moreover, the structure of the map algorithm presented in Section 2.3.2

allows us to exploit commonalities between the queries in Q. In fact, the actual

set of queries map must run over can just include the edges with the maximum-

length annotation (i.e., (vi, Li, wi, v
′
i) in set EQ(ei) above). The number of such

queries is |{ei in PQ′ | mod1(ei) in PPQ′}|. In our running example, the input

to the map algorithm would be the single partial PM-query ?c1 ←?b1 →?c2 &

C8→?c1
2←−?c2←C7.

2.3.2 Mapping Algorithm

Algorithm 2 computes all answer substitutions for a given (edge-annotated) PM-

query PQ against the graph database G.

The algorithm essentially performs a depth-first search and, when it finds an

edge e with an annotation greater than 1 (denoted ann(e) > 1) it starts a separate

depth-first search using a copy of the query obtained by decreasing the annotation
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by 1. In the algorithm, S is the set of substitutions being computed. Moreover, the

algorithm uses an external function mcand(u, L, ?v) that returns the set of vertices

of G that can be matched to ?v, i.e., those that are directly connected to u through

an edge with a label in L. Note that |mcand(u, L, ?v)| can be retrieved from the

PM Index. Access to graph data on disk is managed through the DOGMA index [13].

conf/semweb/BrochelerPS09

In the algorithm, Lines 5–15 deal with the case of fully mapped edges with

an annotation greater than 1, whereas Lines 17–32 deal with unmapped edges.

In the first case, given an edge e to process, we create a copy PQ′ of PQ with

ann(e) = 1, and call map(PQ′) recursively to continue its mapping (we call this

the “Branch” operation). We also create a PQ′′ where e is expanded to two edges

whose annotations are 1 and ann(e)− 1 respectively, and call map(PQ′′) recursively

(“Spawn” operation). In the second case, we have to select one unmapped edge

to find substitutions for (Line 17). We select the edge (u, L, ?v) for which the

number of vertices that can be matched to ?v is minimized. Then, for each vertex

c ∈ mcand(u, L, ?v), we create PQ′ and PQ′′ as we did in the first case, and call map

recursively.

Subgraph isomorphism is checked on Lines 8 and 23. It should be noted

that, until there is no mapped edge with annotation greater than 1, the processing

of unmapped edges is deferred. We made this choice to maximize the chance to

prune a branch on Line 8. It should also be observed that any SPARQL engine or

subgraph matching algorithm could be used to check subgraph isomorphism — in

our implementation we used the algorithm proposed for the DOGMA index [13].
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Algorithm 2: map

1 Function map

Input: PM-query PQ
Output: answer substitution S

2 S ← ∅ if all vars are mapped and all edges’ annotations are 1 then
3 add the mapping of PQ to S
4 return S

5 if ∃(c1, L, c2) in PQ with ann(PQ, (c1, L, c2)) ≥ 2 then
6 PQ′ ← PQ
7 ann(PQ′, (c1, L, c2))← 1
8 if (c1, L, c2) matches G then
9 add the result of map(PQ′) to S

10 PQ′′ ← PQ after removing (c1, L, c2)
11 add (c1, L, ?x) to PQ′′

12 ann(PQ′′, (c1, L, ?x))← 1
13 add (?x, L, c2) to PQ′′

14 ann(PQ′′, (?x, L, c2))← ann(PQ, (c1, L, c2))− 1
15 add the result of map(PQ′′) to S
16 else
17 (u, L, ?v)← edge that minimizes |mcand(u, L, ?v)|
18 (always prefer edges with annotations equal to 1)
19 foreach c ∈ mcand(u, L, ?v) do
20 PQ′ ← PQ
21 substitute ?v with c in all edges of PQ′ that contain ?v
22 ann(PQ′, (u, L, c))← 1
23 if all mapped edges of PQ′ with ann = 1 match G then
24 if χ is satisfied after substituting ?v with c then
25 add the result of map(PQ′) to S

26 if ann(PQ, (u, L, ?v)) ≥ 2 then
27 PQ′′ ← PQ after removing (u, L, ?v)
28 add (u, L, c) to PQ′′

29 ann(PQ′′, (u, L, c))← 1
30 add (c, L, ?v) to PQ′′

31 ann(PQ′′, (c, L, ?v))← ann(PQ, (u, L, ?v))− 1
32 add the result of map(PQ′′) to S

33 return S

Example 2.3.2. Consider the graph database in Fig. 2.5(a) and the PM-query at

the left of Fig. 2.5(b). The algorithm starts by processing C1
follows(2)−−−−−−→?a. A1 is the

only neighbor of C1. For the branch operation, the algorithm substitutes ?a with A1.

For the spawn operation, it expands the edge and substitutes the intermediate variable
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with A1. Note that expanded edges have annotations equal to 1 and ann(C1
follows(2)−−−−−−→

?a) − 1 = 1, respectively. After branching, C2
follows(2)−−−−−−→ A1 is processed. In this

case, for the branch operation the algorithm checks whether C2 and A1 are connected

through follows in G. If so, we have found an answer substitution (case 1. in the

figure). For the spawn operation, an intermediate variable ?x is added and the

mapping continues. The process goes on until all substitutions (such as cases 1. and

5. in the figure) are found.

(a) Graph database

(b) Branch and spawn operations

Figure 2.5: Example graph database (a) and execution of the map algorithm upto
the second level of recursion (b).
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Proposition 2.3.1. Given a PM-query PQ, Algorithm 2 terminates and correctly

computes all answer substitutions for PQ in time O(|EQ(PQ)| · |V ||VPQ∩VAR|+ν),

where ν =
∑

(v,S,w,v′)∈EPQ(w − 1).

2.4 Experimental Evaluation

We tested our framework using the 7 graph databases in Table 2.5. For all databases

but BSBM, we generated 3K S-queries, each containing 3 PM-queries. In turn, for

each PM-query, we started by randomly retrieving a connected subgraph (or subtree)

from the database with a fixed number of vertices and edges. We then replaced a

fixed portion of the vertices with variables. We generated four different types of

queries, whose numbers of vertices, edges, and constant vertices are reported in

Table 2.5. For the IMDb database, which is mostly tree-structured, we only built

tree-structured queries. For the BSBM dataset, we used a modified version of the 6

test queries in [40], to which we added GROUP BY statements and anchors in order

to create aggregate top-k queries.

Table 2.5: Graph databases (top) and query types (bottom). In the table, nV is the
number of vertices in each PM-query (|VPQ|), nE the number of edges (|EPQ|), and
nC the number of constant vertices (|VPQ ∩ V |).

|V | |E| |V | |E|
Nuclear [8] 74K 1.1M Flickr [19] 6.2M 15.2M

CiteSeerX [27] 0.93M 2.9M BSBM [11] 14.4M 37.2M

IMDb [37] 2.1M 7.7M Orkut [43] 3.7M 234M

YouTube [25] 4.6M 14.9M

Small tree Small graph Large tree Large graph
nV nE nC nV nE nC nV nE nC nV nE nC

Nuclear 5 4 1 5 8 1 10 9 4 10 15 4

CiteSeerX 5 4 1 5 8 1 10 9 4 10 15 4

IMDb 5 4 2 – – – 9 8 4 – – –

YouTube 6 5 1 6 10 1 10 9 3 10 15 3

Flickr 5 4 1 5 6 1 10 9 4 10 11 4

Orkut 5 4 2 5 8 2 10 9 5 10 15 5
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In order to vary the selectivity of the queries, we used a parameter γ ∈

{0.3, 0.7} that represents the percentage of variables with constraints (i.e., vari-

ables for which function % of Definition 2.1.1 is defined) — for a variable ?v that

replaced a vertex u with property u.p = z, we wrote a constraint whose form is

either ?v.p ≥ z or ?v.p ≤ z (if u had multiple numerical properties, we chose one

randomly). This way, we also guaranteed that there exists at least one substitution

for each query (we actually obtained upto tens of millions of substitutions). More-

over, for each query, we randomly chose a subset of variables and designated them

as output variables (upto 50%, with an average of 25%). Functions lagg and gagg

were chosen randomly as well.

We generated queries by starting from a group of 1K S-queries containing only

non-annotated PM-queries with single labels on all edges. We then generated 1K

annotated S-queries by randomly adding annotations to edges: 60% of edges had

w = 1, 25% had w = 2, 10% had w = 3, and 5% had w = 4.10 Finally, we generated

1K annotated multiple-label S-queries by adding further labels on 40% of the edges.

We evaluated the performance of PScore LP and PScore NWST with different

query types and values of γ. We compared our algorithms with (i) a PScore Base

algorithm which computes all answers to the query, scores them, and selects the

top-k,11 and (ii) two of the most popular RDF query engines, Jena [1, 18, 63] and

GraphDB [51, 10] (formerly known as OWLim). We point out that none of these

10We recall that w is the integer value associated with annotated edges (Definition 2.1.1). Con-
nections involving more than 4 edges have been shown to have very limited usefulness in practical
scenarios [9].

11It should be observed that, although the PScore Base algorithm does not apply any kind of
pruning over the set of substitutions, it still benefits from the efficient disk access employed by the
map algorithm.
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systems is specifically targeted at aggregate top-k computation, whereas we apply a

specialized approach to the problem — thus, we expected our algorithms to outper-

form such systems. Moreover, GraphDB strictly adheres to the SPARQL 1.1 standard,

where path edges cannot have length constraints — thus, we tested GraphDB by first

expanding each annotated PM-query PQ into its equivalent set of non-annotated

queries EQ(PQ) as described in Section 2.3.1. Finally, Jena supports path edges

with limited path length as we do in our PM-queries, but it suffers from too much

table-join overheads.

All the experiments were run on a Xeon 5140 CPU clocked at 2.33GHz,

equipped with 16GB RAM and running RedHat Linux.

2.4.1 Results

In a first round of experiments, we measured the query evaluation times obtained

with k = 10 using annotated single-label queries. The results are reported in Fig-

ure 2.6.

The evaluation times we obtained are very satisfactory in general. On

all datasets but IMDb, the performance advantage of PScore Base over GraphDB

ranges between 35.8% and 75.8%, with an average of 58.4%. The only cases

where PScore Base and GraphDB show similar performance are those involving tree-

structured queries on the IMDb dataset. Jena was not able to complete the query

evaluation process in over half the cases (for each query, we fixed a timeout

equal to 4 times the query evaluation time of PScore Base) except for the BSBM
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Figure 2.6: Query evaluation time for different algorithms, values of γ, and query
types — label A/x means algorithm A with γ = x.

dataset. The percentage of timeouts w.r.t. the total number of queries of a certain

type/size/selectivity (see Table 2.6) was upto 90.5%. Interestingly, the percentage
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of timeouts decreased of around 20% on average when we used equivalent sets of

non-annotated queries.

Table 2.6: Percentage of Jena timeouts.
γ Small tree Small graph Large tree Large graph

0.3 59.4% 79.4% 76.6% 88%
0.7 61.4% 81% 83.7% 90.5%

In addition, PScore LP and PScore NWST largely outperform PScore Base on

all datasets. The performance advantage ranges between 53.7% and 95.8%, with

an average of 75.8%. This is mainly a consequence of the much smaller number

of full substitutions PScore LP and PScore NWST need to compute. Figure 2.7 re-

ports statistics about the average percentage of substitutions they processed w.r.t.

PScore Base during this round of experiments. The results show that both the algo-

rithms save over 60% in the majority of cases, and over 90% in more than 30% of

cases.
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Figure 2.7: Average percentage of substitutions processed by PScore LP and
PScore NWST w.r.t. PScore Base.

Generally, the relative performance of the PScore LP and PScore NWST depends

on the query type. In small tree queries, the quality of the partial PM-queries com-
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puted by PScore NWST is very close to that obtained by PScore LP, while requiring

shorter computation times. Thus, PScore NWST is faster. In small graph queries,

the advantage provided by PScore LP’s better partial PM-queries appears to com-

pensate for its longer computation time, and PScore LP is faster in more than half

of the cases. In large tree and large graph queries, PScore LP takes much longer

to compute the partial PM-queries, and the better quality of these PM-queries ap-

pears to have less impact than the longer computation times. Thus, PScore NWST

is again the algorithm of choice. Interestingly, in the majority of cases the per-

formance advantage of PScore NWST over PScore LP slightly increases (around 2%)

when γ = 0.7.

We also specifically assessed the benefits provided by the use of the PM Index

as well as the quality of the upper bounds computed using the index, as described

in Section 2.2.2. Figure 2.8 shows the performance advantage obtained when we

precompute the PM Index (which is the default case in this experimental assessment)

w.r.t. the case where the information provided by the index is computed on-the-

fly. The results confirm noticeable benefits: the advantage is around 17.5% on

average, and more than 30% in some cases on the CiteSeerX, IMDb, YouTube, and

Flickr datasets. Figure 2.9 shows that the ratios between upper bounds and real

scores of the substitutions processed are satisfactory (under 1.5 in the majority of

cases).

Our second round of experiments (Figure 2.10) assessed how the performance

of PScore NWST and PScore LP varies with the value of k. We measured query

evaluation times obtained for different values of k and γ, using annotated single-
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Figure 2.8: Performance advantage with precomputation of the PM Index.
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Figure 2.9: Average ratio between upper bounds and real scores of the substitutions
processed by PScore LP and PScore NWST.

label queries. As expected, since pruning happens later when k increases, evaluation

times increase with k. Both our algorithms scale gracefully with k, and PScore NWST

is faster than PScore LP in the majority of cases with γ = 0.3 and in all cases with

γ = 0.7. PScore Base, GraphDB and Jena do not prune, so their times cannot vary

significantly w.r.t. k — on average, the performance advantage of PScore NWST

over GraphDB was 85.1%.

In a third round of experiments, we assessed how the performance of

PScore NWST varies w.r.t. different query groups (non-annotated/single-label,

annotated/single-label, annotated/multiple-label). The results we obtained with

k = 10 on the Flickr dataset (that is the largest dataset with multiple labels for

which we built synthetic queries) are reported in Figure 2.11. As expected, the

impact of adding annotations and multiple labels is higher when γ = 0.3, due to the

higher number of substitutions the algorithm must handle.

Finally, we also measured the size and the build time of the PM Index for

different values of maximum distance. The results are reported in Table 2.7.12 Here,

12h ≥ 4 was not needed for the BSBM queries.
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Figure 2.10: Query evaluation time for different algorithms and values of k and γ.

we can observe that the size of the index (whose increase w.r.t. distance depends on

the average distance between vertices) “stabilizes” at a value of maximum distance

around 3. Build times appear satisfactory if we consider the size of the datasets
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Figure 2.11: Query evaluation time for different query groups and values of γ. Label
X/Y/x means query group X/Y with γ = x. Annotated (resp. non-annotated)
queries are denoted as A (resp. NA). Single-label (resp. multiple-label) queries are
denoted as SL (resp. ML).

and, more importantly, the fact that the PM Index (if used) is likely to be built in

an offline fashion.

Table 2.7: Size (number of rows) and build time of the PM Index for different values
of maximum distance.

1 2 3 4 5 Time

Nuclear 0.52M 0.9M 1.29M 1.5M 2.38M 5 mins

CiteSeerX 2.15M 3.94M 5.17M 5.84M 6.08M 8 mins

IMDb 2.51M 8.81M 14.02M 22.31M 24.46M 40 mins

YouTube 5.94M 9.95M 11.25M 11.31M 11.31M 19 mins

Flickr 8.94M 23.60M 35.06M 35.74M 36.04M 59 mins

BSBM 30.33M 109.72M 151.62M – – 28 mins

Orkut 24.1M 96.89M 110.01M 112.34M 114.2M 78 mins
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Chapter 3: Substitution Importance Queries

In this chapter, we propose another form of importance queries. Unlike the Vertex

Importance Query, we find top-k substitution in this chapter, which can be easily

expressed in SPARQL using FILTER and ORDER BY clauses. In classical subgraph

queries, the user specifies a query subgraph – and all matches of that subgraph with

subgraphs of the graph database are considered equally important. However, when

the nodes in the graph have associated semantic labels, then there are cases where

the user may specify an importance measure that marks some matches as being

“more important” than others.

A query for restaurants a person’s friends have been to can return hundreds or

thousands of answers, as many Facebook users have hundreds of friends. However,

users will prefer a short list of the most relevant restaurants. We want to provide

users a tool to find the most relevant answers from their perspective. An substi-

tution importance query is an extended subgraph query with a scoring mechanism.

With importance queries users can, e.g. search for restaurants with the highest star

ranking their friends like or the largest cities friends of the parents have been to.

Figure 3.1 shows a Facebook-style graph with four types of edges (friend of,

resident of, located in, likes). Each vertex in this graph has different kinds of

properties such as the type of the vertex (person, restaurant, city), the age and
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Figure 3.1: Example of a data graph.

gender of persons, and the star rating of restaurants. A possible query on this

graph is: Which are the restaurants with the highest star ranking in London that

my friends who live in London like?

In this proposal we extend the subgraph matching problem and try to find

the most important matches (according to a user provided definition) in attributed

graphs (i.e. graphs with edge labels and where vertices may have associated prop-

erties). We make the following contributions.

• First, we formally define importance queries and define answers (and the top-k

answers) to such queries (Section 3.1).

• We then define a simple baseline algorithm to solve such queries, followed by

our more sophisticated OptIQ algorithm that can efficiently prune part of the

search space and scale our top-k algorithms to find answers to importance

queries (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
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• We present the results of experiments to analyze the influence of query prop-

erties on the performance of query algorithms (Section 3.4). Our experiments

– on CiteSeerX, YouTube, Flickrand GovTrack data, show that our algorithms

scale well to data sets containing up to 6.2M vertices and 15.2M edges. We

also show that popular triple stores are much slower in answering importance

queries.

3.1 Formal Definition of Substitution Importance Queries

In this section, we formalize the concept of importance queries – the query type we

developed fast answering algorithms for.

Definition 3.1.1 (Importance Query). An importance query is a 4-tuple PQ =
(SQ, χ, %, agg) where:

1. SQ is a pair SQ = (QV,QE) where QV ⊆ V ∪VAR and QE ⊆ (V ∪VAR,L, V ∪
VAR). Because V and VAR are finite sets, QV and QE are finite sets as well.
SQ is called a subgraph query.

2. χ associates a constraint that is solely about ?x with each variable ?x ∈ QV ∩
VAR.1

3. % is a partial function from QV ∩ V AR to numeric terms s.t. there is at least
one ?x ∈ QV ∩ V AR which is mapped to a numeric term with ?x occurring
in it.

4. agg is one of four aggregation function MIN, MAX, SUM or AVG.2

Suppose SQ = (QV,QE) is a subgraph query. A substitution is a mapping

θ : QV ∩ VAR → V . Thus, substitutions assign vertices in a GDB G to variables

in QV . The application of a substitution θ to a term t, denoted tθ, is the result of

replacing all variables ?x in t by θ(?x). When t contains no variables, then tθ = t.

1If we do not wish to associate a constraint with a particular variable ?x, then χ(?x) can simply
be set to a tautologous constraint like 2 = 2.

2These functions map multisets of reals to the reals and are defined in the usual way.
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?r.type = restaurant 
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?r.stars 

Figure 3.2: Example of an importance query described by a subgraph query, con-
straints (italic) and an IQ-term (gray box).

If we consider the sample query Q shown in Figure 3.2, it has two answers

w.r.t. the graph database shown in Figure 3.1:

θ1 ≡ ?p = Steve, ?r = AsiaBistro

θ2 ≡ ?p = Paul, ?r = SteakHouse

Definition 3.1.2 (Answer; Answer Value). Suppose G is a GDB, PQ =
(SQ, χ, %, agg) is an importance query, and θ is a substitution w.r.t. SQ. θ is
an answer of PQ w.r.t. G if:
(i) for every edge (v1, ep, v2) ∈ QE, it is the case that (v1θ, ep, v2θ) ∈ E and
(ii) for each vertex ?x ∈ QV ∩ VAR, the constraint χ(?x)θ is true.

The answer value of a substitution θ, denoted Aval(θ, PQ,G) =
agg({(%(?x))θ | ?x ∈ dom(%)}). When the set on the right hand side is empty,
Aval(θ, PQ,G) = 0.

We use ANS(PQ,G) to denote the set of all answers of importance query PQ
w.r.t. GDB G.

In our example % assigns the very simple IQ-term ?r.stars to the variable ?r.

So the answer value of θ1 is 3 and the answer value of θ2 is 4.

3.2 Baseline Best Answer Algorithm

In Section 3.1 we defined importance queries. Depending on the size of the data

graph and the constrained IQ-query, the number of results can be very large. We
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defined the notion of importance queries as users are usually only interested in the

most important query answers. Consequently, we will discuss top-k query answer

algorithms.

A straightforward algorithm to compute the answers of an importance query

follows the definition of importance queries and first computes all subgraph query

answers, filters the set of answers to those answers that satisfy the constraints and

then computes the IQ-values. Any subgraph matching algorithm could be used

here. However, we use an implementation that considers our specific problem sit-

uation (queries with anchors and large disk-residing graphs). Subgraph matching

algorithms are branch-and-bound algorithms that follow a search tree. In our case,

first, an anchor is selected. Then an unmapped neighbor of an anchor or a mapped

variable in the query graph gets selected, and all candidates for this variable in

the data graph are determined. For every candidate the variable is mapped to the

candidate, and the search with the next unmapped variable is continued recursively.

We only use the I/O- efficient pruning on vertex degrees because determining vertex

degrees does not require one to read extra data. Loading index data for advanced

indexes from disk usually does not pay off.

3.3 Optimized (OptIQ) Algorithm

The baseline algorithm (Sec. 3.2) performs the 4 steps (1) Subgraph Matching, (2)

Constraint Checking, (3) Scoring and (4) Top-k Selection sequentially and indepen-

dently. An obvious improvement is the integration of the uncoupled steps. If we

check the constraints in the subgraph matching step, then we do not have to create
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Algorithm 3: Optimized Importance Query (OptIQ) Algorithm

1 Function AnswerQuery
Input: Data Graph G, Importance Query q = (SQ = (QV,QE), χ, %, agg), partial

substitution θ, result size k
Output: answered stored in global variable A: set of tuples (vertex, score)

2 if θ maps every variable to a ground term then
3 A← A ∪ {θ}
4 if |A| > k then
5 A← A \ {θ ∈ A with minimal score(θ) }
6 nextvars← {(c, ?v)|?v → c or c→?v ∈ QE} //edges with one mapped endpoint
7 foreach (c, ?v) ∈ nextvars do
8 Rc,?v ← getNeighborNum(G, c, getEdgeLabel((c, ?v)))
9 Bc,?v ← getExpBenefit(G, q, (c, ?v), θ) // for WCOST only

10 if Rc,?v = 0 then return

11 (c, ?w)← (c, ?v) ∈ nextvars with max Bc,?v // for WCOST
12 with min Rc,?v // otherwise
13 N?w ←GetValidNeighbors(G, q, (c, ?w))
14 foreach m ∈ N?w in decreasing order of score %(m) do
15 θ′ ← θ ∪ (?w → m)
16 s← calculateMaxScore (G, θ′)
17 if |A| > k and s < lowest score of any θ ∈ A then continue
18 AnswerQuery(G, qθ′,θ′,k)

19 Function GetValidNeighbors

Input: Data Graph G, query q, tuple (vertex c, variable ?w)
Output: vertices that can be mapped to ?w among all c’s neighbors

20 Function getNeighborNum

Input: Data Graph G, vertex c, edge label l
Output: The number of c’s neighbors which are connected through an edge of the

label l

21 Function getExpBenefit

Input: Data Graph G, query q, tuple (vertex c, variable ?w), partial mapping θ
Output: getExpScore (G, q, (c, ?w), θ) / getCost (G, (c, ?w))

22 Function getExpScore

Input: Data Graph G, query q, tuple (vertex c, variable ?w), partial mapping θ
Output: agg({?v ∈ QV ∩ V AR : value(?v)}), where value(?v) = %(?v)θ if θ maps

?v, value(?v) = localAvg(?v) if all candidates for ?v are in a known,
cached subgraph of the subgraph index of G, and value(?v) = 0 otherwise

23 Function getCost

Input: Data Graph G, tuple (vertex c, variable ?w)
Output: n log n, where n=getNeighborNum (G, (c, ?w)), i.e. sorting time in l. 14

24 Function calculateMaxScore

Input: Data Graph G, partial mapping θ
Output: agg({?v ∈ QV ∩ V AR : value(?v)}), where value(?v) = %(?v)θ if θ maps

?v, value(?v) = localMax(?v) if all candidates for ?v are in a known,
cached subgraph of the subgraph index of G, and
value(?v) = globalMax(?v) otherwise
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a possibly large list of subgraph matches that needs to be checked for meeting the

constraints. Likewise, we can maintain a sorted list of top-k substitutions. Every

time a new substitution with a score greater than the lowest score in the top-k list

has been identified, we update the list.

Algorithm 3 shows the integrated algorithm. All blue code segments are ex-

tensions to improve the performance, but are not necessary to compute answers to

IQ-queries per se. We will discuss these improvements in Sections 3.3.2–3.3.4.

Lines 2–5 check whether a complete substitution has been generated, and add

a complete substitution to the answer set if its score is among the top-k. Lines 6–10

inspect every edge of the query graph whose one end is mapped to a vertex of the

data graph and whose other end is not. In Rc,?v, we store the number of c’s neighbors

in the data graph that are connected through an edge with the same label between

c and ?v, i.e. Rc,?v is the number of candidates for ?v. In line 11 we select the query

graph edge with the lowest number of candidates. GetValidNeighbors() returns

the set of all valid vertices that can be mapped to ?w. Here, we use DOGMA’s

pruning technique based on IPD values to filter neighbors that cannot be part of a

valid answer. Other pruning strategies (see e.g. [62, 28, 68]) could be used as well.

In line 14–18, we substitute ?w with each candidate m and recursively continue the

assembly of answers.

Before we can discuss the performance improving techniques shown in the blue

code segments of Algorithm 3, we need to introduce our graph database index.
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3.3.1 Database Index

To efficiently answer importance queries on large graphs, we use a disk-based index

inspired by the DOGMA index [13]. We decompose the data graph into a large

number of small, densely connected subgraphs and store them in an index. Our

partitioning algorithm follows the multi-level graph partitioning scheme [35]. Like

DOGMA, we iteratively halve the number of vertices by merging randomly selected

vertices with all of their neighbors. When the resulting graph has less than 100 ver-

tices, we iteratively expand the graph using the GGGP algorithm from the METIS

algorithm package [31] to bisect the graph components at each level.3 For every

block of the partition we extract the subgraph it induces from the graph database

and stores it as one block of data to disk.

The objective of the DOGMA index is two-fold: (1) to increase the I/O-

efficiency by exploiting data locality – only those parts of the graph that are neces-

sary to answer a query have to be retrieved from disk (2) DOGMA stores for every

vertex the internal partition distance (IPD), i.e. the number of hops from a vertex to

the nearest other vertex outside the subgraph. Using the IPD, we can quickly com-

pute a minimum distance between vertices, and prune candidates if their distance

is higher than the distance between their respective query graph variables.

We extend this concept and store additional information in the index for the

advanced pruning strategies. First, we store global maximum values for every ver-

tex property. Additionally, we store together with each induced subgraph Gs the

3We also conducted preliminary experiments with other partitioning algorithms but they showed
no significant difference for the query processing performance.
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edges that connect it to other subgraphs (inter-subgraph edges) and aggregated in-

formation (maximum and average) of the predicate values of the vertices in Gs and

of those vertices not in Gs but adjacent to a vertex in Gs (denoted as the set of

boundary vertices Bs).

3.3.2 Simple Top-k Pruning on Scores

The optimized baseline algorithm does not exploit the fact that we are only inter-

ested in the top-k answers. During the stepwise assembly of substitutions, there

will be partial substitutions which cannot make it into the top-k given the scores

of the full substitutions that are already in the answer set. If we identify them, we

can prune the respective branch of the search tree and save computation time.

First, the set N?w should be sorted by score in line 14. I.e., if ?w is scored by

an IQ-term, N?w is sorted in decreasing order of the value of the term. This ensures

that we evaluate the most promising candidates first.

The IQ-score of a substitution is the value of the aggregation function agg

on the values assigned by the IQ-terms to the variables (see Def. 3.1.2). For a

partial substitution θ, we can compute an upper bound of its answer value Aval

by using upper bounds for %(?v)θ of all unmapped variables. That means, we

calculate an upper bound of the answer value by using the exact term score for every

previously mapped variable and upper bounds for currently unmapped variables.

This is performed by calculateMaxScore(). Our simple top-k pruning strategy uses

precomputed global upper bounds, i.e. maxx∈V ℘(x, pi), for each vertex property pi.

When the variance of vertex property values is high, using the global upper
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bound of a vertex property will not allow us to prune many branches of the search

tree. A tighter upper bound is desirable. The mappings of the partial substitutions

restrict the set of valid candidates for the currently unmapped variables. What we

need is a fast way to find tight upper bounds for vertex property values given the

mappings in the partial substitutions.

3.3.3 Advanced Top-k Pruning on Scores

In Section 3.3.2 we presented a simple top-k pruning strategy using upper bounds

for the reachable substitution scores. Using the proposed database index, we can

find tighter upper bounds that provide a higher pruning power.

For the candidate set N?v of ?v, we can compute the upper bound for %(?v)

using maxx∈N?v
℘(x, pi). But computing the upper bound in this way would require

us to read the property scores of all vertices in N?v which is prohibitively expensive.

However, if we store the maximal property scores of a subgraph in the index, we

can find a good upper bound in a reasonable amount of time.

In calculateMaxScore(), we compute the upper bound of the answer value

of a partial mapping θ by computing the upper bound for each variable ?v’s %(?v)

(denoted as value()). If θ maps a variable ?v to a vertex of the data graph, we know

the exact value of %(?v)θ. For currently unmapped ?v’s, we look at its distance

to already mapped variables c, dist(c, ?v). If dist(c, ?v) < IPD(c) for some c,

we know that ?v has to be mapped to the same subgraph as c. Then, we use

localMax to compute value using the local maximum values of the subgraph of c.

If dist(c, ?v) < IPD(c) + 1, we do the same but using the maximum values of the
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subgraph and its boundary. However, if dist(c, ?v) > IPD(c) + 1 for all c, we have

no local information and globalMax computes value using global maximum values.

3.3.4 Processing Order

The baseline algorithm iteratively selects the unmapped variable with the smallest

candidate set for processing. However, for importance queries this strategy some-

times leads to the late discovery of top-k answers. Selecting a variable with a higher

number of candidates might not be bad when most candidates can be pruned very

early. To weigh the different objectives (low number of branches to follow, following

more promising paths first) we compute the benefit score Bc,?v in line 9 and process

candidates in decreasing order of their benefits. We define the benefit of substituting

a variable ?w with n candidates in a partial substitution θ′ as wexp(θ′)/f(n), where

f(n) is the cost to process n candidates and wexp(θ′) is the expected score of θ′. In

Algorithm 3, getExpBenefit() calculates this score.

As in the case of computing upper bounds for substitution scores for pruning

(Section 3.3.3), we compute wexp(θ′) with the precomputed property scores of sub-

graphs. But additionally we weigh the expected term scores using the indegree of a

candidate. The indegree is a simple heuristic for the probability that the variable

will be mapped to a vertex. As I/O-efficiency is the primary problem of our algo-

rithm, we use only information already read from disk to determine the expected

score. Unavailable vertex property score estimates are replaced by 0.

To compute the expected value we proceed as follows. We classify unmapped

variables in the query graph in two groups.
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• If a variable ?v has no vertex c whose hop(?v, c) is less than or equal to c’s IPD

value, we assume the property scores are 0 (or ∞ if the MIN aggregation is

used). Computing an expected value would require reading many additional

disk pages (which we want to avoid) or using global averages. But underesti-

mating the real expected score is in this case favorable because it puts variables

whose mapping requires additional disk access at the end of the priority list.

• Otherwise, we use the weight expected value of the subgraph c is residing

in. We know that all query variables whose distance from c is less than or

equal to c’s IPD value will be mapped in the same subgraph. So, we can

use the precomputed weighted average property values of the subgraph as the

expected value.

3.4 Experiments

In the following, we present an evaluation of the previously introduced top-k algo-

rithms. We conducted experiments with 5 algorithm variants: the non-integrated

baseline algorithm Base, the optimized importance query (OptIQ), the extension of

OptIQ by simple top-k pruning (GMax), the extension of OptIQ by advanced top-

k pruning (LMax), and the extension of LMax by the improved processing order

(WCOST).

To see how our algorithms perform in relation to triple stores, we ran additional

experiments using Apache Jena TDB 2.10.0 [1] and OWLIM-SE 5.3.5925 [39]. We

considered using RDF-3x [47] as well, but had to omit RDF-3x because it cannot

answer queries with cross-products because of a bug that still exists in the latest
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Name #Vertices #Edges #V.Prop. #E.Labels
CiteSeerX 0.93M 2.9M 5 4
YouTube 4.6M 14.9M 8 3
Flickr 6.2M 15.2M 4 3
GovTrack 120K 1.1M 5 6

Table 3.1: Evaluation datasets

release. Importance queries can be easily written in SPARQL with its FILTER and

ORDER BY clauses. To evaluate our algorithms, we use four real-world datasets.

Basic properties of these datasets are shown in Table 3.1.

We analyze the performance of the algorithms with randomly generated im-

portance queries. We created the queries by selecting random subgraphs of the data

graph with n vertices and m edges. Random subgraphs are created by starting with

a random vertex of the data graph. We iteratively add a randomly selected vertex

from the neighborhood of any previously selected vertices. From the random sub-

graphs we created IQ-queries in the following way. We randomly selected c vertices

of the subgraph, defining them as anchors, and mapped to the respective vertices

of the data graph. The remaining n− c vertices of the randomly selected subgraph

are defined as variables. The edges (including the edge labels) of the subgraph are

edges in the query. With a probability p, a constraint is created from a numeric

property of a vertex in the random subgraph. With a equal probability a constraint

is a > or < constraint. The reference value of a > constraint is the property value

in the subgraph - 1, and the reference value of a < constraint is the property value

in the subgraph + 1. Scoring terms are created similarly to constraints. With a

probability t, a numeric property of a vertex is select to be included in an IQ-term.

If an IQ-term consists of more than one property, the properties are concatenated
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with a +. The aggregation function is MAX or SUM with equal probability.

This query generation process ensures that all queries have at least one solution

(which is the random subgraph the query has been generated from) and that (in

probability) the distribution of structural patterns and properties used in constraints

and query terms in a set of random queries resembles the respective distributions in

the data graph.

3.4.1 Experimental Results

We evaluated our system by the selectivity of a query (i.e. the number of answers a

query has), the size of the query (i.e. the number of vertices and edges the subgraph

query has) and the number of desired answers. We used a set of 1000 random queries

for the experiments.

Results by selectivity Figure 3.3 shows the runtime in relation to the answer size

of the subgraph query. All algorithms show a sub-linear increase in the runtime

with an increasing answer size. Reading subgraphs from disk is a dominating factor

of the total runtime. The number of answers to the subgraph query increases much

faster than the required number of subgraph reads because usually many answers

lie in the same subgraphs. Compared to the baseline more sophisticated algorithms

like WCOST and LMax can receive good speed-ups in some but not all settings -

especially when the answer size is high. For non-selective queries our algorithms

are up to one order of magnitude faster than the evaluated triple stores. For some

datasets (Flickr, GovTrack) triple stores perform considerably worse even for very

selective queries.
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(d) GovTrack(6,5,3)

Figure 3.3: Results by selectivity. Each caption shows the query size, e.g. 6,5,2
means 6 vertices, 5 edges, and 2 anchors.

Results by subgraph query size For experiments on the subgraph query size, we

use 2 pairs of query types (1000 random queries each) where each pair differs in

the number of edges. The results of Figure 3.4 show that our algorithms scale very

well in the number of vertices. As we increase the number of edges in a query, the

runtime usually decreases as the query gets more selective (i.e. has fewer answers).

Once again we see that our algorithms perform much better than the triple stores,

and the performance difference is especially high for complex queries.
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Figure 3.4: Results by query size (Top 10, bar: mean, line: median).

Results by parameter k We analyzed the impact of the desired number of answers

on runtime. Overall the scaling of our algorithms with respect to the number of

answers is very good (see Figure 3.5), and is much less marked than for the triple

stores. The almost constant runtime of our algorithms for low values of k is once

again the result of the domination of the total runtime by the time needed to read

a subgraph from disk. When most subgraphs in the neighborhood of the anchors

have to be read to find the top-1 answer then the time to create a few additional

solutions is low.
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Figure 3.5: Results by parameter k of top-k queries.
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Chapter 4: Approximate Importance Queries

Existing subgraph queries largely require “exact” matches. However, in the real-

world, a user may not know the data well enough to pose a query that exactly

matches his needs. (i) A non-CS user may not know or care how the graph data is

exactly stored. For instance, Figure 4.1 shows an example IMDb RDF graph DB. If

a movie studio wants to identify potential movies that are sequels to certain high-

revenue movies by popular directors, they may not know that specifying a direct

link between two movies may be a too restrictive constraint. Thus, a notion of a

partial match is needed. (ii) In addition, the user may get a very large number

of answers to his subgraph query — he may prefer to only see a list of size k for

some fixed k and of course, he would like these to reflect the “best” k answers to

his query. (iii) The user may want to define how to score answer quality so that

it meets his specific needs, rather than have the DB tell him that certain answers

are better than others without taking the user’s needs, mission, and objectives into

account.

Finding top-k answers to queries, solving (iii) above, has been done in the

past [65, 53, 2]. However, none of these approaches takes the semantics of nodes

and edges into account, and none of them allows inexact or “approximate” subgraph

matches where only part of the query constraints are satisfied.
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In the RDF graph DB Figure 4.1, blue vertices are movies and orange vertices

are directors. Movie-movie edges tell us which movies are similar to which other

movies, while Director-movie edges tells us who directed a given movie. Edges

are annotated with strength values ranging from 0 to 1. The strength of an edge

(u, v) can be calculated in many ways. For instance, if we consider an edge such as

(M1,M4) between two movies, the strength of this edge might be captured by the

similarity between the two movies, which in turn could be defined as the inverse of

the Euclidean distance between a vector of property values of M1 and a vector of

property values of M4. Alternatively, the strength of the edge (D1,M6) might be

captured as the number of movies “similar” to M6 that director D1 has directed.

These are just two examples. Many others are possible.1

A movie studio is looking for movies ?m0 (see Figure 4.2 (a)), with the property

genre=Action, which is connected to two movies with revenue over $10M via at most

2-hop “related” edges. Moreover, ?m0 should be made by a director ?d who has

made at least 5 movies. The movie studio considers such a movie and the director

as a possible candidate for a new sequel to be produced by them.

Such a subgraph query might match several subgraphs. Figure 4.2(b), (c), (d)

show three possible matching subgraphs of the IMDb graph DB. In Figure 4.2(b),

the answer substitution returned is θ = {?d/D1, ?m0/M1, ?m1/M2, ?m2/M4}. All

edges in the subgraph query are exactly matched by an edge in the graph DB. But

in the answer shown in Figure 4.2(c) and (d), some of the constraints in the query

1RDF does not allow edges to have properties (other than the relationship captured by the
edge) but this is easily achieved by adding a dummy vertex representing strength for each edge or
similar graph models such as Neo4j’s property graph.
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Figure 4.1: IMDb graph database. Blue vertices are movies, orange vertices are
directors. Movies are annotated with (genre, revenue) pairs and directors with the
number of movies directed. Between movies, there are “related” edges annotated
with strength values. Note that all “made” edges have a strength of 1.0.

are dropped and moreover, some query edges are matched by paths. Figure 4.2(c)

has only two edges when the query has 4, so some edges are dropped. Figure 4.2(c)

allows the path M13-M6-M12 of length two to replace the edge ?m0−?m1 in the

query.

The quality of a match is scored via two functions, f and scr. When a path

in the graph database is used to replace an edge as above, the function f is an edge

strength aggregation function that combines the edge strengths together. Continu-

ing the case with Figure 4.2(c), the function f would aggregate the edge strengths

of the edges M13-M6 and M6-M12. The function scr returns a combined score by

aggregating semantic properties of the matching subgraph and the quality of the

match. The scr function in the example may look at the product of the revenue of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: (a) An example top-k approximate (AIQ) query. Vertices are annotated
with property constraints. (b) An exact match. Matched variables are annotated
next to vertices. (c) Substitution where two edges are not mapped. (d) Substitution
where M13 and M12 are connected through two edges.

the movie and the strengths of the path substitutions involved.

Section 4.1 formally defines graph DBs and our approximate top-k AIQ

queries. Section 4.2 describes a set of four baseline approaches to process AIQ

queries that build on top of 4 state of the art systems. All our baseline approaches

involve a fair amount of pruning, as opposed to using a naive method.

Our AIQ-1 and AIQ-2 algorithms (Section 4.3) utilize two major index struc-

tures. The Vertex Property Index (VPI) captures maximal values of certain proper-
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ties of vertices of various types that lie within the neighborhood of a given vertex.

This enables one round of pruning. The second, Vertex Step Index (VSI), tells us

whether at least one vertex in the neighborhood of a given vertex has a property

value lying in a given range or not. The AIQ-1 and AIQ-2 algorithms include a sub-

graph matching method that utilizes these two specific indexes. These methods also

include two novel contributions. An extensibility property allows us to eliminate

redundant subgraph processing, thus increasing efficiency. Pull Requests allow us

to incrementally retrieve the top-1, top-2, . . ., top-k answers so that the top-k of an

approximate query will be found after performing as few subgraph matching tasks

as posisble. Section 4.4 reports on our experiments on three real-world data sets

(CiteSeerX,IMDb,YouTube) comparing AIQ-1 and AIQ-2 with intelligent extensions of

three existing algorithms in the literature: JenaTopN, SRank, and DOGMATopK. We

show that both AIQ-1 and AIQ-2 are faster than all of these state of the art past

algorithms. In particular, AIQ-2 is 7.3-82 times faster than these past algorithms.

When comparing AIQ-1 and AIQ-2, we show that AIQ-2 is 2.3-3.3 times faster than

AIQ-1.

4.1 Formal Definition of Approximated Importance Queries

We first formally define Property Graph, where both vertex and edge can have prop-

erties, whereas only vertex is allowed to have them in RDF graphs. The proposed

approximate query is defined on property graph.
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4.1.1 Definition of Property Graph

We assume the existence of four arbitrary, but fixed, disjoint sets V , L, P , and VAR

of vertex names, edge labels, vertex properties, and variables, respectively. Each

p ∈ P has an associated domain dom(p) which is a set (disjoint from V , L, and P)

of values that can be assigned to p. We assume the existence of a special property

type ∈ P . A graph database is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1.1. A Graph Database G is a tuple 〈V,E, ω, ℘〉, where

• V ⊆ V is a set of vertices;

• E ⊆ V × L× V is a set of labeled edges;

• ω : E → [0, 1] is a strength assignment function;

• ℘ : V ×P →
⋃
p∈P dom(p) is a (partial) property assignment function s.t. (i)

if ℘(v, p) is defined, then ℘(v, p) ∈ dom(p), and (ii) ℘(v, type) is defined for
all v ∈ V .

An example of such a graph database is shown in Figure 4.1. For instance,

in this IMDb database, we have two types, “movie” and “director” and ℘(v, type)

assigns one of these two types to each vertex v. In the remainder of this paper, we

assume that an arbitrary but fixed graph database G is given.

There are multiple ways to implement such graph DBs. The first candidate

is the RDF model [51, 63], which has been extensively studied. The model requires

an additional dummy vertex with a strength property to represent edges. A more

suitable method is Neo4j’s property graph model [4], where properties can be assigned

to both vertices and edges. We leverage both models.
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4.1.2 Definitions of Approximate Importance Query

The goal of a subgraph matching query is to find all matched substitutions2 w.r.t.

a graph database G and a query graph (to be defined) that captures a notion of

subgraph isomorphism.

Our proposed form of top-k approximate query is defined below. In the defini-

tion, we use the notion of (numerical) property constraint that is the application of

a logical operator (∧, ∨, or ¬) to constraints or a comparison between (numerical)

terms – a (numerical) term is a value of a property, a property of a query variable,

a real number, or a polynomial-time computable function of numerical terms.

Definition 4.1.2 (Top-k Approximate Query). A top-k approximate query AQ is
a tuple 〈VAQ, EAQ, χ, f, scr, k,m〉, where

• VAQ ⊆ VAR;3

• EAQ ⊆ VAQ×L×Z×VAQ is a set of labeled edges annotated with length limit
` ∈ Z – a query edge e ∈ EAQ can be mapped to a path containing up to `
edges by a substitution θ, i.e. eθ = {e1, · · · , e`′≤`},4 where ei ∈ E, and ei−1
and ei are connected in G;

• χ is a set of property constraints (χ(?v) will denote the constraints applied to
variable ?v);

• f : 2E → [0, 1] is a strength aggregation function that returns a num-
ber in [0, 1] for any given path {e1, · · · , en} with ei ∈ E, by aggregating
{ω(e1), · · · , ω(en)} – moreover, it always holds that f({ω(e1), · · · , ω(en)}) ≤
max({ω(e1), · · · , ω(en)});5

• scr : Θ→ R, where Θ is the set of all possible substitutions, is a scoring func-
tion – moreover, given two substitutions θ1 and θ2, if ℘(?vθ1, p) ≤ ℘(?vθ2, p)
and f(eθ1) ≤ f(eθ2) for all ?v ∈ VAQ and e ∈ EAQ, then scr(θ1) ≤ scr(θ2);

2A substitution is traditionally defined to be a mapping function from query vertices to vertices
of G such that all edge relationships from the query are preserved among the matched vertices of
G.

3In this paper, variables always start with “?”.
4?vθ denotes the vertex in G mapped to ?v ∈ VAQ by θ, and eθ, where e ∈ EAQ, denotes a path

in G as described in the definition.
5This property of f is natural for multi-hop relationships: the strength of a path is bounded

by the maximum strength in the path.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3: The set of substitutions for the query (a) is the union of the sets of
substitutions for (b) and (c).

• k is the number of substitutions to be computed;

• m is the number of edges that must be mapped by the substitutions for AQ –
we assume ℘(?vθ, p) = 0 (resp. f(eθ) = 0) if ?v ∈ VAQ (resp. e ∈ EAQ) is not
mapped by θ.

There are different ways to deal with edge length limits. In [23], only the

shortest path between two vertices is considered. The RDF model considers paths

with different intermediate edges to be different substitutions [34, 9]. This is be-

cause the RDF model uses the bag (or multiset) semantics, which we adopt as well.

For instance, in the case represented in Figure 4.3, substitutions for the queries in

Figures 4.3(b) and (c) are also substitutions for the query in Figure 4.3(a).

In the query of Figure 4.2(a), which we will use as our running example, we

assume m = 2, f(eθ) =
∏
ei∈eθ

ω(ei), and scr(θ) =
∑
?m

℘(?mθ, revenue) ×
∑

e∈EAQ
f(eθ).

The substitutions for the query against the graph in Figure 4.1 are shown in Fig-

ures 4.2(b), 4.2(c), and 4.2(d). The score of the three substitutions in Figure 4.2

are 140.6M, 54M, 43.5M, respectively.

Of course, in a different query, the user might want to score answer substi-

tutions differently. For instance, he might set f(eθ) = max
ei∈eθ

ω(ei), and scr(θ) =
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Figure 4.4: Query processing diagram for the Base approach.

∑
?m

℘(?mθ,revenue)
20M

+
∑

e∈EAQ
f(eθ). In this case, the score of the three substitutions in

Figure 4.2 would be 5.6, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. This means that depending on

which functions f and scr that the user specifies, the user can get very different

top-k answers.

4.2 Baseline Approaches

Given a top-k approximate query AQ = 〈VAQ, EAQ, χ, f, scr, k,m〉, an exact sub-

query of AQ can be defined as a subgraph of (VAQ, EAQ) containing exactly m edges

— all other components of the query remain unchanged. Clearly, a single query can

generate
(|EAQ|

m

)
exact sub-queries. In an n-way merge operation, we compute the

set of top-k answers to each subquery, and merge them into a single set by loading

items from each sorted list one-by-one and then performing sort-and-output oper-

ations among loaded items. It is easy to see that the top-k substitutions for AQ

(global top-k) will always be contained in the union of all these top-k substitutions

for the exact subqueries. The Base approach (Figure 4.4) performs this n-way merge.
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An advantage of this approach is that we can leverage several state-of-the-

art top-k subgraph matching algorithms. We show how we extended JenaTopN [2],

SRank [40], Neo4j’s Cypher query language [4], and DOGMATopK [52] to build on the

Base.

We start by observing that most existing approaches to top-k computation are

based on the threshold algorithm proposed in [17]. While finding substitutions, the

top-k ones are maintained on the fly. If an upper bound of the score of a partial

substitution (where some variables are not yet mapped, but an upper bound can

be calculated by determining upper bounds for unmapped variables and edges) is

smaller than the current k-th, then the partial substitution can be pruned.

Jena, the most popular open source RDF triplestore, supports edge length

limits6 without reporting intermediate path details, i.e. it only reports the start and

end vertices of a matched path when ` > 1. It is therefore not possible to retrieve

intermediate edge strength values. Jena can process the proposed approximate query

model only when all length limits are set to 1, and in that case, converting a subquery

for Jena just amounts to adding dummy variables as a means to extract edge strength

values, as mentioned in Section 4.1.1.

One optimization we applied to Jena is the addition of dynamic FILTER state-

ments to the queries. When processing a subquery, we filter out the substitu-

tions whose exact scores (or upper bounds, in the case of partial substitutions)

are lower than the minimum score in the current global top-k. Upper bounds

6The edge length limit is not part of SPARQL 1.1 [34], but it is supported by the Jena imple-
mentation.
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for partial substitutions are estimated using the maximum values of properties

and strength in G. For example, if we consider the first scoring function of

the query in our running example, we can estimate an upper bound for ?m2 as(∑
?m∈VAQ\{?m2} ℘(?mθ, revenue) + 20M

)
×
(
|IN(?m2)|+

∑
e∈EAQ\IN(?m2) f(eθ)

)
,

where IN(?m2) is the set of query edges incident on ?m2, since the maximum

revenue in G is 20M and the maximum strength is 1.0.

In addition to this, JenaTopN [2] uses a priority queue whose maximum size is

limited to k in order to constantly maintain the top-k substitutions while avoiding

the need to perform sorting.

SRank [40], which is an application of SQL’s rank-aware join to SPARQL, is

one of the most popular methods for top-k processing. SRank incorporates JenaTopN.

Neo4j [4] provides Cypher, a graph query language that is designed to be compa-

rable to SQL and can process subqueries with length limits. MATCH statements for

pattern matching make use of a recursive graph-traversal matching with backtrack-

ing. In Neo4j’s underlying data structure, every node is connected to its neighbors

by pointers. This index-free approach reduces needs for index lookups and requires

an index to be applied only on the starting node during matching. Neo4j removes

table joins from the picture and allows for scalable performance w.r.t. the size of the

dataset – on the contrary, Jena suffers from performance degradation as data size

increases, due to the number of table joins needed. We applied to Cypher the dy-

namic insertion of WHERE statements, that are the Cypher counterpart of SPARQL’s

FILTER.

Finally, we ported the DOGMATopK [52] algorithm to the Neo4j framework, as
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DOGMATopK and Neo4j are based on a similar graph-traversal method, and more

importantly, Neo4j can process queries with edge length limits.

4.3 Proposed Approaches

In this section we show how we extend the Base approach in two ways. We start by

proposing a new query processing algorithm called AIQ-1 that makes use of two index

structures, namely the Vertex Property Index and the Vertex Step Index. The vertex

property index is used to compute tight upper bounds, while the vertex step index

(and the materalized views created from it) provide a list of initial mapping candi-

dates for each variable. These candidates will not only provide starting points for

the matching process, but also drastically reduce the search space of substitutions.

Later on, we further extend our approach and propose the AIQ-2 algorithm.

4.3.1 The Vertex Property Index

Our AIQ-1 algorithm makes use of a data structure called Vertex Property Index

(VPI) that, for each vertex v ∈ V , stores the maximum value of each property

p of each vertex of type t connected to v through a h-hop path whose last edge

has direction d (with d ∈ {in, out}) w.r.t. v and label l. We denote this value

as φ(v, h, (d, l), t, p). The index also stores the maximum value of edge strengths,

denoted as φ′(v, h, (d, l), t, p).

The index is constructed as follows. For h = 1, we just look at the neigh-

bors of each vertex v, i.e. we set φ(v, 1, (d, l), t, p) = maxu∈N(v,(d,l),t) ℘(u, p) where

N(v, (d, l), t) is the set of vertices of type t that are connected to v through an
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edge (d, l). For h > 1, we build the index recursively by setting φ(v, h, (d, l), t, p) =

maxu∈N(v) φ(v, h− 1, (d, l), t, p), where N(v) is the set of all neighbors of v. The

same applies to φ′: we set φ′(v, 1, (d, l), t, p) = maxu∈N(v,(d,l),t) ω(e) and, for h > 1,

φ′(v, h, (d, l), t, p) = max
u∈N(v)

φ′(v, h− 1, (d, l), t, p). Observe that the VPI for a prop-

erty p can be constructed in time O(h × δ × |V |), where δ is the average degree of

vertices in G.

A portion of the VPI for our running example is reported in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Portion of the VPI for the running example.
l←− stands for in-edge labeled

l and
l−→ for out-edge labeled l.

φ(D1, 1,
made−−−→,movie, revenue) = 8M

φ(M4, 1,
related←−−−−,movie, revenue) = 10M

φ(D3, 2,
related−−−−→,movie, revenue) = 20M

φ(M12, 2,
related←−−−−,movie, revenue) = 20M

Algorithm 4 uses the VPI to compute upper bounds on scores for partial

substitutions.

Algorithm 4: Computation of upper bounds on scores. The pseudocode
needed for considering strength values is omitted for simplicity.

Input: Subquery Q, partial substitution θ
Output: Upper bound scr(θ) on the score of θ

1 max?r ←∞, for each unmapped variable ?r
2 foreach v mapped to ?v ∈ VQ do
3 foreach unmapped variable ?r ∈ VQ do
4 tmax?r ← 0
5 foreach possible value of h from ?v to ?r along the shortest path do
6 tmax?r = max

(
tmax?r, φ(v, h, e, t, p)

)
7 max?r = min

(
max?r, tmax?r

)
8 return scr(θ) computed by aggregating max and actual values

The algorithm considers all unmapped variables (or edges – the computation
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is similar for this case). For each such variable, it computes multiple maximum

values w.r.t. different mapped vertices and then takes the minimum (Line 7). The

final upper bound is computed by aggregating these estimated values (for unmapped

variables) and actual values (for mapped variables). Note that if multiple values of

h are possible (this happens when length limits are greater than 1), the algorithm

computes the maximum values for all possible values of h.

In our running example, suppose D1 is matched to ?d. Two different values of

h are possible (2 and 3) for ?m1 along the path ?d→?m0→?m1. Thus, max?m1 =

max
h∈{2,3}

(
φ(D1, h,

related−−−−→,movie, revenue)
)
.

The following theorem establishes the correctness of this approach.

Theorem 4.3.1. If θ is a partial substitution and θ′ is a complete substitution that
can be generated from θ, then scr(θ) ≥ scr(θ′) — recall that scr(θ) is the value
returned by Algorithm 4.

Proof. Assume that θ = {?v1/v1, ?v2/v2, . . .} and ?r is an unmapped variable. Let
spath(?vi, ?r) be the shortest path between ?vi and ?r, ignoring any length limit, and
hvals(?vi, ?r) be the set of all possible h values along spath(?vi, ?r). For a vertex r
that will be mapped to ?r, there must be at least one valid concatenation of h edges
in G between vi and r, where h ∈ hvals(?vi, ?r), for all i. Since φ(vi, h, (d, l), t, p)
captures all the candidate vertices for ?r, and it also considers the maximum values
that can derive from vi, it is a valid upper bound. The same argument can be
applied to unmapped edges, as the strength value of a path is bounded by the
maximum of the strength values of the edges in the path. Thus, as a consequence
of the monotonicity of scr, we have scr(θ) ≥ scr(θ′).

4.3.2 The Vertex Step Index

The Vertex Step Index (VSI) helps identify suitable initial candidates for each query

variable. It does this by storing information about connected vertices that meet some

property constraints. In particular, it stores a value ρ(v, h, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ) for each

vertex v, number of hops h (upto some maximum), direction d ∈ {in, out}, label l,
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and property constraint p ≥ δ where δ ∈ dom(p). ρ(v, h, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ) is set to 1 if

at least one vertex connected to v in a h hop path with (d, l) as the last edge satisfies

the constraint p ≥ δ — otherwise it is set to 0. By pre-computing and storing such

information in the VSI, our AIQ-1 and AIQ-2 algorithms are able to obtain significant

speedups.

The index is constructed as follows. For h = 0, we merely need to see if the

vertex v itself satisfies the constraint p ≥ δ, i.e. we set

ρ(v, 0, ·, ·, p ≥ δ) =


1, if ℘(v, p) ≥ δ;

0, otherwise,

for every property of v and every 10th percentile of dom(p). For h = 1, we look at

the immediate l-neighbors of v and set

ρ(v, h, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ) =
∨

u∈N(v,(d,l),t)

ρ(v, 0, ·, ·, p ≥ δ)

and for h > 1 we set

ρ(v, h, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ) =
∨

u∈N(v)

ρ(u, h− 1, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ).

A portion of the VSI for our running example is reported in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Portion of the VSI for the running example.

ρ(M1, 1,
made←−−−, director,Num. ≥ 5) = 1

ρ(M6, 2,
made←−−−, director,Num. ≥ 7) = 0

ρ(M13, 1,
related−−−−→,movie, Revenue ≥ 10M) = 0
ρ(D1, 0, ·, ·, Num. ≥ 5) = 1

During indexing time, we create materalized views defined as
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V iew(h, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ) = {v|v ∈ V ∧ ρ(v, h, (d, l), t, p ≥ δ) = 1}. In the im-

plementation, such views are saved on disk and loaded as needed (we save each

view in a separate file after sorting vertices in lexicographical order). We could

build all views for the datasets we used in the experiments in a couple of hours.7

4.3.3 The AIQ-1 Algorithm

The AIQ-1 algorithm is reported in Algorithm 5 – for now, let us ignore the iterations

on Lines 18 and 24 and the instruction on Line 23, which will be used in the AIQ-2

variation of the algorithm.

The algorithm starts by assigning a candidate set to each variable. On Line 1,

it loads V iew(h = 0, ·, ·, clo(χ(?v))) for each variable ?v, where clo(χ(?v)) is the

most “tightly” indexed property that subsumes χ(?v). For example, assume p ≥ x

is not in the VSI, which instead indexes p ≥ x′, with x < x′. If χ(?v) = p ≥ x, then

clo(χ(?v)) = p ≥ x′. If there are multiple constraints for a variable, the algorithm

uses the one that leads to the smallest view size. The initial candidate sets are then

refined, for each variable ?r, using edge directions and labels in the shortest path

tree of Q. Finally, the algorithm performs the appropriate pairwise intersection

operations8 on Line 8.

For instance, in our running example, assume ?q =?d and ?r =?m2. IC?m2 is

7Due to space constraints, we do not develop algorithms in this paper to maintain these ma-
terialized views when the graph database is updated. When insertions and deletions are allowed
to the graph database, both VPI and VSI can be updated in O(h × δ) time. Simply put, the
update method propagates changed values to h-hop neighbors and the indexed values associated
with these neighbors will change if needed.

8Both intersections and unions (Line 7) of views can be performed using the merge-join method
as the vertices are already sorted. On a RAID system with two SAS drives, performing these
operations on views containing about 1M vertices takes less than a couple of seconds.
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Algorithm 5: The AIQ-1 algorithm. Lines marked with E (resp., P ) are
added in the AIQ-2 variation to employ extensibility (resp., pull-requests).

Input: Subquery Q
/* Initialize views */

1 IC?v = V iew(0, ·, ·, clo(χ(?v))) for all ?v ∈ VQ
/* Refine views */

2 T ← ShortestPathTree(Q)
3 foreach ?r ∈ VQ do
4 foreach ?q ∈ VQ do
5 TIC?r ← ∅
6 foreach possible value of h from ?r to ?q in T do
7 TIC?r = TIC?r ∪ V iew(h, e, t, clo(χ(?q)))
8 IC?r = IC?r ∩ TIC?r

/* Start query processing */

9 ?v ← arg min?v|IC?v|
10 foreach m ∈ IC?v in descending order of the values of the property used by

clo do
11 θ ← {?v = m}
12 map(Q, θ)
13 Function map

Input: Subquery Q, partial substitution θ
Data: Local top-k set S, priority queue D

14 foreach mapped edge e = (?x, 1, ?y) ∈ EQ do
15 if eθ is not in G then return
16 if all variables are mapped then
17 if scr(θ) ≥MinS then add θ to S

18 E foreach Q′ allowed to be extended from Q do

19 E map(Q′, θ)
20 return

21 else
/* Try to prune */

22 if scr(θ) < MinS then

23 P Add θ to D

24 E foreach Q′ allowed to be extended from Q do

25 E map(Q′, θ)
26 return

/* Map one additional variable */

27 (u, ?v)← arg min(u,?v)|IC?v ∩N(u, e, t)|, where e is the edge between u and
?v in Qθ and t =?v.type

28 foreach c ∈ IC?v ∩N(u, e, t) in descending order of the values of the property
used by clo do

29 θ′ = θ ∪ {?v = c}
30 foreach Q′ ∈ spawn(Q, (u, ?v), θ′) do
31 map(Q′, θ′)
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first initialized to V iew(h = 0, ·, ·, revenue ≥ $10M). Possible values of h are 2 and

3 along the path ?d→?m0→?m2. Thus, the algorithm computes

TIC?m2 =
⋃

h∈{2,3}

V iew(h,
made←−−−, director,Num. ≥ 5)

Lastly, IC?m2 = TIC?m2

⋂
V iew(h = 0, ·, ·, revenue ≥ $10M) because all movies

matched to ?m2 should have revenue greater than $10M and also be 2 or 3 hops

away from a director who has directed at least 5 movies.

After this initialization phase, for all variables ?v, IC?v will contain all the

vertices of G that can be matched to ?v. This is ensured by the following result.

Proposition 4.3.1. Given a subquery Q and a variable ?v in Q, none of the vertices
in V \ IC?v can be matched to ?v.

AIQ-1 then calls the map subroutine (Line 12) to find the top-k substitutions

for each starting point m, in descending order of the values of the property used by

clo. map performs a depth-first search. On Line 15, it prunes a partial substitution

θ if it violates subgraph isomorphism. It then checks whether all of the variables are

mapped by θ (Line 16). If they are, it computes the corresponding score and adds

the substitution to the local top-k set S. Unmapped variables can be pruned after

comparing scr(θ) with the minimum score MinS of the substitutions in S (Line 22).

On Line 27, map chooses the variable to map next. The chosen variable ?v must have

at least one mapped neighbor and must minimize the number of mapping candidates

IC?v ∩N(u, e, t). AIQ-1 then continues the search for each of the “spawned” queries

(Line 31).

The key idea behind the spawn() procedure is that, when processing an edge
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5: Queries (b) and (c) are spawned when M13 is matched to ?m1 in (a).

e = (u, `, ?v) with ?v mapped to v, the procedure creates two queries: in the first

one ` is set to 1, and in the second one e is divided into e′ = (u, 1, v) and e′′ =

(v, `− 1, ?v). Observe that e′′ will be spawned again in the next step of the depth-

first search – this way, we ensure that all length values less than or equal to ` are

considered for e. For instance, consider the case in Figure 4.5 and assume u = M16,

?v =?m1, and v = M13. In this case, the mapped edge (M16, 2,M13) generates

two spawned queries: one with (M16, 1,M13) and another with (M16, 1,M13) and

(M13, 1, ?m1).

4.3.4 The AIQ-2 Algorithm

The AIQ-2 algorithm is an extension of AIQ-1 that makes use of extensibility and

pull-requests.

Extensibility

Let sqi and sqj be two subqueries that originated from a top-k approximate query

AQ. We say that sqi subsumes sqj (denoted sqj @ sqi) if and only if sqi has all

of the edges in sqj plus an additional one. In this case, substitutions for sqj can

be reused when finding substitutions of sqi. This extensibility property helps prune
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redundant subgraph matching tasks. Using the subsumption relationship, we can

draw an extensibility tree such as the one shown in Figure 4.6 – in the diagram,

there is an edge from sqj to sqi when the substitutions for sqj can be extended to

extensions for sqi.

Figure 4.6: Query processing diagram for AIQ-2.

In AIQ-2, we selectively allow extensions in order to prevent duplicate substi-

tutions. For instance, in Figure 4.6, if substitutions for sq1 and sq2 are allowed to

be extended into substitutions for sq5, duplicate substitutions will have to be han-

dled. We choose the single subquery to be extended using the following dynamic
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programming formulation:

F (sqi) =


min
sqj

(
F (sqj) + w(v)

)
if sqi has children

w(sqi) otherwise

where w(sqi) =
∑

?v∈Vsqi
ln |IC?v| and sqj @ sqi.

There are multiple ways to extend each sqi. For example, Figure 4.6 shows

multiple different paths through which sq1, sq2, sq3, and sq4 can be extended to get

sq8. Of course, the exact query sq8 only needs to be generated with one of these

paths so as to avoid duplication. Our dynamic programming formulation finds the

shortest path from one of the smallest subqueries such as sq1, sq2, sq3, and sq4 to

sqi on the vertex-weighted extensibility tree. The vertex weight w(sqi) is based on

the size of candidate set of variables in sqi. Thus, it represents an upper bound

on the number of possible answers to the exact subquery sqi. The shortest path

that minimizes the sum of vertex weights provides an optimal extension strategy to

generte sqi.

The iterations on Lines 18 and 24 are added to Algorithm 5 in order to make

use of extensibility – this way, the algorithm can reuse pruned partial substitutions

when some of them may be extended to substitutions for larger subqueries.

Pull-Requests

The AIQ-2 algorithm processes top-k approximate queries through a sequence of

pull-request operations. In particular, it first invokes AIQ-1 to retrieve the top-1
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Algorithm 6: Pull-request operation.

1 Function pull-request

Input: Subquery Q
Data: Priority queue D, local top-k set S
Output: Pull response

2 θ ← getTop(S)
3 foreach θ′ ∈ D do

4 if scr(θ′) ≥ scr(θ) then
5 remove θ′ from D
6 map (Q, θ′)
7 θ ← getTop(S)

8 else
9 break

10 return get&removeTop(S)

substitution and then it incrementally retrieves the top-k′ substitutions with k′ ∈

[2..k].

In order to support pull-requests, the pruned partial substitutions must be

saved in the priority queue D for later use, so Line 23 is added to Algorithm 5. The

substitutions in D are kept sorted in descending order of upper bound.

Algorithm 6, which executes pull-requests, retrieves (but does not remove) the

top substitution θ from S (Line 2), and compares θ with all substitutions in D. If

the upper bound of a substitution θ′ in D is greater than scr(θ), it invokes map to

process θ′ (Line 6) and update the top substitution in S (Line 7), as it may have

changed while processing θ′. The map procedure, when invoked on Line 6, is set to

not produce extensions, as Algorithm 5 already computed them (on Lines 18 and

24). At this point, if scr(θ′) < scr(θ), the procedure can be stopped (Line 9).

The following example illustrates how AIQ-2 works.

Example 4.3.2. Consider the extension path shown in Figure 4.7 that was cal-
culated by our dynamic programming algorithm. AIQ-2 sends pull-requests to the
smallest subqueries and obtains pull-responses based on the selected extension paths.
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For example, sq1 considers all its extended subqueries (sq5 and sq8) when answering
a pull-request. Figure 4.8 (a) shows a substitution for sq1 that can be extended to
sq5 as in Figure 4.8 (b). Figure 4.8 (b) can be further extended to Figure 4.8 (c) for
sq8. sq1 then returns the best of these substitutions as a pull-response.

Figure 4.7: An example of selected extension paths

(a) sq1 (b) sq5 (c) sq8

Figure 4.8: Extension steps

Using n-way merging in this process allows us to perform much less than

|SQ| × k pull-requests when computing the top-k answer to an approximate query
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AQ (where SQ is the set of subqueries corresponding to AQ). This is ensured by

the following result.

Theorem 4.3.3. Let AQ be a top-k approximate query and SQ be the set of sub-
queries generated from AQ. The top-k substitutions for AQ can be computed after
|SQ| − 1 + k pull-requests.

Proof. The global top-1 result is the local top-1 result of one of the subqueries.
Therefore, finding the global top-1 requires |SQ| pull-requests. The global top-2
result is either the top-1 result of one of the other subqueries, or the top-2 result
of the subquery that returns the global top-1 result. Retrieving each of the global
top-k′ results, with k′ ∈ [3..k], requires one additional pull-request. Therefore,
computing the top-k results needs |SQ| − 1 + k pull-requests.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

We conducted our experimental assessment using three real graph databases: Cite-

SeerX [27] (which contains 16.2M edges), IMDb [37] (31.4M edges), and YouTube [25]

(56.4M edges). We added edge strength values to the datasets using two methods:

fractional, where the strength of an edge from v to u is calculated as |N(v)∩N(u)|
|N(v)|

(for example, in CiteSeerX, the more common co-authors, the higher the strength of

the link between two authors) and randomized, which generates a random strength

value between 0.5 and 1.0.

We used five different types of queries, summarized in Table 4.3. Each query

type consists of s vertices and t edges, and r out of the t edges have ` = 2 (i.e. r edges

allow for 2-hop substitutions). For each query type, we generated numerous queries

with all possible valid edge label combinations.9 We added a property constraint

p ≥ x to each variable, where x is a random number between the 50th and 90th

percentile of dom(p).

9In IMDb, for example, ?p0
cast−−→?m1

direct−−−−→?m2 is not a valid query because it says ?p0 was
in ?m1 and ?m1 directed another movie ?m2 which, of course, does not make sense.
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Table 4.3: Query types. s is the number of variables. t is the number of edges. r is
the number of edges whose ` > 1. q is the number of generated queries.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q3s Q4 Q4s Q5

s 3 3 4 4 4 4 5
t 2 3 4 4 5 5 6
r 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
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DOGMATopK

TASSO-1
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Figure 4.9: Processing time (in hours) of Q1 and Q2 when ` = 1 with k = 100.

All experiments were carried out on a cluster of 64 nodes, each with an Intel

Xeon CPU clocked at 2.40GHz with 24GB RAM and two SAS hard drives. We

assigned a dedicated machine to process each type of queries and dropped all I/O

caches between queries for fair comparison.

1-Hop Queries. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the query processing times for

query types Q1, Q2, Q3s, and Q4s, all of which have ` = 1 for all query edges.

These are relatively simple queries.

JenaTopN showed the poorest performance, except for Q1 on YouTube. Triple-

stores generally suffer from massive table-joins [9, 21, 55], and our results show that
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this is the case even for top-k queries with dynamic FILTER statements. In most

cases, Cypher outperformed JenaTopN (for Q2 on IMDb it was about 3 times faster)

and showed similar performance to SRank. DOGMATopK could answer queries in 50%

∼ 90% of the time needed by Cypher. AIQ-1 was faster than DOGMATopK in many

cases (about 15 times for Q1 on YouTube). AIQ-2 showed very stable performance and

was around one order of magnitude faster than all other algorithms. The average

relative processing times are summarized in Table 4.4.

For Q3s and Q4s, Cypher’s performance was the poorest, and its performance

quickly degraded as query size increased. AIQ-2’s performance was very stable. In all

cases, AIQ-2 could answer queries in an hour. In comparison with other algorithms,

AIQ-2 was 7.2 ∼ 82 times faster than past work, as shown in Table 4.4. Moreoever,

AIQ-2 was 2.3∼ 3.3 times faster than AIQ-1.

Table 4.4: Average relative processing time (AIQ-2 = 1)
Query Type JenaTopN SRank Cypher DOGMATopK AIQ-1

Q1/Q2 18.65 9.51 11.91 8.46 3.33
Q3s/Q4s 16.83 7.27 81.51 6.57 2.39

Q3/Q4/Q5 - - - 5.09 2.27

Multi-hop queries. The query processing times for query types Q3, Q4,

and Q5, which allow at least one edge to support multiple hops, are shown in

Figure 4.10. Note that in this figure, there is a gap between 18 hours and 20

hours on the y-axis to show the very poor performance of some algorithms. We ran

these experiments only against DOGMATopK as it provided the best performances

in the previous experiments, and the difference w.r.t. JenaTopN, SRank and Cypher
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Figure 4.10: Processing time (in hours) for Q3, Q4, and Q5 with k = 100.

is expected to increase when dealing with edge limits greater than 1. Moreover, the

syntax of SPARQL does not allow using intermediate vertices10 for scoring terms

when ` > 1. Thus, there is no way to test those queries with triplestores.

We see from this figure that AIQ-2 is always significantly better than DOG-

MATopK, usually by one order of magnitude. The biggest savings occured with Q4

and Q5 on CiteSeerX with the fractional method, where AIQ-2 was 25 ∼ 40 times

faster than DOGMATopK. For Q3 and Q5 on CiteSeerX, AIQ-2 was 8 ∼ 10 times

faster than AIQ-1. In general, our fastest algorithm is AIQ-2 which is significantly

faster than all other algorithms that we tested, with the speedup improving with the

complexity of the query.

10Remember that edge strength values are saved in dummy vertices.
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Figure 4.11: Processing time (in minutes) comparing AIQ-1 with AIQ-2 with k = 100.
Queries whose response time is greater than 200 mins are omitted in this chart.
Please refer to Figure 4.10 for them.

More detailed comparison of AIQ-1 and AIQ-2. Because previous figures show

the y-axis in hours (because of the slow performance of some of the baseline algo-

rithms), we show Figure 4.11 below which provides a y-axis in minutes.

Pruning Efficiency. For every pruned partial substitution, we also considered

the ratio of unmapped variables to all variables in the query at the time pruning

occurred, as a measure of how early the substitution was pruned. The greater this

ratio, the more effective the pruning because it means that the pruning did not try to

map many variables. Figure 4.12 shows the results in the cases where half variables

at most were mapped. AIQ-1 and AIQ-2 showed very high ratios. This confirms

that our VPI structure actually provides tighter upper bounds than DOGMATopK.

In addition, AIQ-2 proved it was capable of pruning (i) more partial substitutions

(ii) earlier than the other algorithms.
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Figure 4.12: Ratio of partial substitutions where at most half variables are mapped
at the time of pruning.

Run-time with Varying k. We ran experiments to measure runtimes when the

value of k is varied (Figure 4.13). DOGMATopK and AIQ-1 required progressively

longer than AIQ-2 as k increased. There was no significant difference between the

cases under AIQ-2, confirming the claim in Theorem 4.3.3.

Number of Complete Substitutions Generated. Some complete substitutions

lead to an answer in the top-k, others do not. So one measure of the effectiveness

of a pruning strategy for top-k queries is the number of complete substitutions

generated by an algorithm,. Figure 4.14 shows this number for the three algorithms

(DOGMATopK,AIQ-1,AIQ-2) that performed well in the preceding experiments. We

see that AIQ-2 performs the best, always generating the smallest number of complete

substitutions, suggesting that its pruning strategy is working well. For instance, on

CiteSeerX, this number is 40 ∼ 50 times smaller than the others.
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Chapter 5: Probabilistic Importance Queries

In the previous chapters, we introduced importance queries based on exact subgraph

matching. However, there are many applications where a user wishes to express

uncertainty or probability of answers. For this, he or she may specify subgraph

queries structured in “blocks”, some of which are “fixed” in the sense that they

must be completely matched by every query answer. Some of query blocks are

such certain that they must be matched in answers, but other blocks are uncertain

or conditional. This structure is suitable to express uncertain queries. In each

query block, a base score is defined from mapped vertices’ properties on it and,

we aggregate them to calculate the final probability. Thus, more query blocks are

matched, it is likely for an answer to have a higher probability.

5.1 Formal Definition of Probabilistic Importance Queries

We are now ready to introduce the notion of query block. Let ∗ be a distinguished

“wildcard” label not occurring in L.

Definition 5.1.1 (Query Block). A query block is a triple QB = 〈VQB, EQB, χQB〉,
where VQB ⊆ V ∪ VAR, EQB ⊆ VQB × (2L ∪ {∗}) × VQB, and χQB is a finite set of
constraints over variables in VQB.

Thus, a query block is a directed edge-labeled graph where (i) each vertex

is either a vertex name or a variable symbol, and (ii) each edge is labeled with
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a set of edge labels (or ∗). Intuitively, the user uses this graph to specify the

structure of the sub-graphs of G he is looking for (∗ matches any label). Finally,

the constraints in χQB express requirements about variables or their properties. A

vertex in G can only “match” a variable if it satisfies the constraints associated with

that variable. We use VARQB to denote the set of all variables in a query block QB,

i.e. VARQB = VAR ∩ VQB.

Example 5.1.2. Figure 5.1 shows a graph database we will use as our running
example. This figure shows a set of users and companies with edge labeled links.
Each vertex has two properties, postsAboutABC and endorsedDEF telling us the
number of times the vertex posted about ABC (we can think of this as “mentions”
in Twitter or Facebook) and the number of endorsements of DEF (you can think
of this as say the number of times the person said something positive about DEF
according to a sentiment analysis program [59]). For instance, we see that the vertex
“Bob” posted 50 posts mentioned ABC and 2 posts in which he expressed positive
sentiment about DEF. Of course, these are just example properties. We can imagine

Bob

friend

Mike

Tom

Sue

Alice

follows

friend
follows

follows

follows

follows

follows

friend
friend

friend
friend

(postsAboutABC,50)

(endorsedDEF,2)

(postsAboutABC,70)

(endorsedDEF,2)

(postsAboutABC,40)

(endorsedDEF,3)

(postsAboutABC,5)

(endorsedDEF,0)

(postsAboutABC,130)

(endorsedDEF,3)

C1

C2

work

work

work

work

work

Figure 5.1: Example graph database.

many more properties about Bob. We may have a postsAboutX attribute for many
different topics X. And likewise, we may track his expressed sentiments on many
different topics T via a set of endorsedT properties.

Example 5.1.3. Figure 5.2 shows the four query blocks we use in our running
example.

Given two query blocks QB = 〈VQB, EQB, χQB〉 and QB′ = 〈VQB′ , EQB′ , χQB′〉,
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work
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?y
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follows follows
friend
friend

?y.postsAboutABC > 50 ?z.postsAboutABC > 10 ?y.endorsedDEF > 0

?z.endorsedDEF > 0
?x.postsAboutABC > 100

Figure 5.2: Example query blocks (left) and corresponding query graph (right).

we define the union ofQB andQB′ as the query block 〈VQB∪VQB′ , EQB∪EQB′ , χQB∪

χQB′〉.

A (partial) substitution θ is a (partial) mapping θ : VAR→ V where dom(θ) ⊆

VAR denotes the set of variables for which θ is defined. Applying θ to an expression e

(vertex, term, or constraint) means replacing every variable ?x ∈ dom(θ) occurring

in it with vertex name θ(?x), and the expression resulting from such an application is

denoted as eθ. The composition of two substitutions θ and θ′ with disjoint domains,

denoted θθ′, is the substitution that maps each variable ?x ∈ dom(θ) to ?xθ and

each variable ?x ∈ dom(θ′) to ?xθ′. A ground expression is an expression with no

variables — ground terms and ground constraints are evaluated in the obvious way.

Definition 5.1.4 (Answer Substitution for a Query Block). Suppose QB =
〈VQB, EQB, χQB〉 is a query block. An answer substitution θ for QB is a substi-
tution such that (i) dom(θ) = VARQB, (ii) for each (α, SL, β) ∈ EQB, there is an
edge (v1, `, v2) in G such that v1 = αθ, v2 = βθ, and ` ∈ SL if SL 6= {∗}; (iii) for
each constraint C ∈ χQB, it is the case that Cθ evaluates to true.

Example 5.1.5. Consider query block QB3 of our running example. The answer
substitutions for QB3 are shown below.

θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5

?x Bob Mike Mike Mike Tom

?z Tom Bob Tom Sue Sue

Note that {?x/Bob, ?z/Alice} is not an answer substitution for QB3 because the
constraint ?z.postsAboutABC > 10 is violated, as ℘(Alice, postsAboutABC) = 5.
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The existence of an answer substitution θ for a query block QB guarantees that

there is a way of mapping all the variables in QB to vertices of the graph database

so that it satisfies all other requirements specified by QB: presence of vertex names

specified in the query and satisfaction of the constraints. We use AS(QB) to denote

the set of all answer substitutions for QB. A substitution θ is said partial for QB

if dom(θ) 6= VARQB.

Definition 5.1.6 (Scoring Function). Let QB = 〈VQB, EQB, χQB〉 be a query block
and θ a substitution in AS(QB). A scoring function SF is a function that assigns
a value SF (QB, θ) ∈ R to the pair (QB, θ).

We assume that scoring functions are monotonic. If we express SF (QB, θ) as

a function from Rh to R whose arguments are obtained from vertices/edges in the

query block, we say that SF (QB, θ) is monotonic if there exists a partial order ≤m

over Rh such that ∀X, Y ∈ Rh, it holds that X ≤m Y ⇒ SF (X) ≤ SF (Y ).

Example 5.1.7. In our running example, a possible scoring function is
SF (QB3, θ) = e−10

3/p with p = ℘(?zθ, postsAboutABC) +℘(?yθ, postsAboutABC).
This function is monotonic because if we write p as a + b then the needed partial
order ≤m is [a, b] ≤m [a′, b′] if a ≤ a′ and b ≤ b′.

Definition 5.1.8 (Scoring Query Block). A scoring query block is a triple SQB =
〈QB,SF, V a〉 where QB is a query block, SF is a scoring function, and V a ⊆
VARQB.

Example 5.1.9. In our running example, two possible scoring query blocks are
SQB3,1 = 〈QB3, SF3,1, ∅〉 and SQB3,2 = 〈QB3, SF3,2, {?z}〉 where SF3,1(QB3, θ) is
the scoring function of Example 5.1.7 and SF3,2(QB3, θ) = ℘(?zθ, postsAboutABC).

Our notion of scoring query blocks is rich enough to express normalized “pref-

erence” scoring, capturing the preference expressed by the user over a given subgraph

of the graph database.

Definition 5.1.10 (Preference Scoring). Given a scoring query block SQB =
〈QB,SF, V a〉 and a substitution θ ∈ AS(QB), the preference scoring of θ in SQB
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is

SF (SQB, θ) =

SF (QB, θ), if V a = ∅
SF (QB,θ)∑

θ′∈AS(QBθV a )
SF (QB,θV aθ′)

, otherwise,

where θV
a

is a partial substitution for QB such that dom(θV
a
) = dom(θ) \ V a and

∀?x ∈ dom(θV
a
), θV

a
(?x) = θ(?x).

Intuitively, if the set V a is not empty, then we normalize the scores of all

substitutions for the query block QBθV
a

in order to get a preference score. We refer

to this as normalized score.

Example 5.1.11. Continuing our running example, suppose we want to compute the
preference scoring of substitution θ2 = {?x/Mike, ?z/Bob} in SQB3,1 and SQB3,2.

We have SF (SQB3,1, θ2) = e−10
3/p = 0.0038 with p = ℘(?zθ, postsAboutABC) +

℘(?yθ, postsAboutABC) = 180. In order to compute SF (SQB3,2, θ2) we need to look
at the answer substitutions in AS(QB3θ

V a) where θV
a

is {?x/Mike} — therefore,
QB3θ

V a is the third query block of Figure 5.2 after replacing ?x with Mike. The
set AS(QB3θ

V a) contains the substitutions θ′ = {?z/Bob}, θ′′ = {?z/Tom}, and
θ′′′ = {?z/Sue}. Thus, we have

SF (SQB3,2, θ2) =
SF3,2(QB3, θ2)

SF3,2(QB3, θV
aθ′) + SF3,2(QB3, θV

aθ′′) + SF3,2(QB3, θV
aθ′′′)

=
℘(Bob, postsAboutABC)∑

v∈{Bob,Tom,Sue} ℘(v, postsAboutABC)
= 0.3333

Note that θV
a
θ′ = θ2, θV

a
θ′′ = θ3, and θV

a
θ′′′ = θ4.

We now define scoring queries.

Definition 5.1.12 (Scoring Query). A scoring query is a tuple SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉
where:

• S = {SQB1, . . . , SQBm} with SQBi = 〈QBi = 〈VQBi , EQBi , χQBi〉, SFi, V a
i 〉.

• F ⊆ S and for each 〈VQBi , EQBi , χQBi〉 ∈ F , VQBi ∩ V 6= ∅.

• χg is a set of global constraints on
⋃m
i=1 VQBi.

• SF g : {0, 1}m × [0, 1]m → [0, 1] is a “global” scoring function that combines
the scores from the scoring query blocks.

Intuitively, this query defines a set S of scoring query blocks, a subset F of

which must be matched. It includes constraints χg on the variables in S and a
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global scoring function that merges the scores from each scoring query block. We

now define the concept of a “valid” subset of a scoring query.

Definition 5.1.13 (Valid Subset of a Scoring Query). Given a scoring query SQ =
〈S, F, χg, SF g〉, a valid subset of SQ is a set SubSQ ⊆ S such that:

• F ⊆ SubSQ;

• For each SQBh ∈ SubSQ \ F , there exists a sequence < SQB1, . . . , SQBr >
with SQBi ∈ SubSQ \ (F ∪ {SQBh}) s.t. (i) ∃ SQBl ∈ F s.t. VARQBl ∩
VARQB1 6= ∅, (ii) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, VARQBi ∩ VARQBi+1

6= ∅, and (iii)
VARQBr ∩ VARQBh 6= ∅.

The second condition in the above definition says that for each scoring query

block SQBh ∈ SubSQ \F there exists a sequence of scoring query blocks in SubSQ \

(F ∪ {SQBh}) that connects the variables in SQBh with the variables in the query

blocks in F . The set of all valid subsets of SQ is denoted by USubSQ.

Example 5.1.14. Consider the scoring query SQ =
〈{SQB1, SQB2, SQB3, SQB4}, {SQB1}, ∅, SF g〉 where SQB1, SQB2, SQB3,
and SQB4 are associated with QB1, QB2, QB3, and QB4 in Figure 5.2, re-
spectively. We have USubSQ = {{SQB1}, {SQB1, SQB2}, {SQB1, SQB3},
{SQB1, SQB2, SQB4}, {SQB1, SQB3, SQB4}, {SQB1, SQB2, SQB3, SQB4}}.
Note that the subset {SQB1, SQB4} is not valid because there is no connection
between the variables in SQB1 and SQB4.

Definition 5.1.15 (Substitution for a Scoring Query). Suppose SQ =
〈S, F, χg, SF g〉 is a scoring query and SubSQ ∈ USubSQ. Let mod(SQ, SubSQ) be
the query block obtained as {〈∅, ∅, χg〉} ∪

⋃
〈QB,·,·〉∈SubSQ QB. A substitution for SQ

w.r.t. SubSQ is a substitution in AS(mod(SQ, SubSQ)).

Definition 5.1.16 (Score of a Substitution). Suppose we are given a scoring query
SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉, a valid subset SubSQ of SQ, and a substitution θ for SQ w.r.t.
SubSQ. The score of SubSQ and θ is P (SubSQ, θ) = SF g(D,M) where D and M are
two vectors (in {0, 1}m and [0, 1]m, respectively) such that if SQBi 6∈ SubSQ, then
di = 0 and mi = 0; otherwise, di = 1 and mi = SF (〈mod(SQ, SubSQ), SFi, V

a
i 〉, θ).

We assume SF g is monotonic w.r.t. D and M , i.e. SF g(D,M) ≥ SF g(D′,M ′)

whenever di ≥ d′i and mi ≥ m′i for all i, where di ∈ D, d′i ∈ D′, mi ∈ M , and

m′i ∈M ′.
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We are now ready to define the top-k preferred answers to a scoring query.

Definition 5.1.17 (Top-k Answers to a Scoring Query). Given a scoring query
SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉 and a non-negative integer k, we define the top-k answers to
SQ as the set Top-k = {(SubSQ1 , θ1), . . . , (Sub

SQ
k , θk)} such that:

• SubSQi ∈ USubSQ and θi is a substitution for SQ w.r.t. SubSQi (for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , k});

• for each pair (SubSQ, θ) were θ is a substitution for SQ w.r.t. SubSQ and
(SubSQ, θ) /∈ Top-k, we have that ∀(SubSQi , θi) ∈ Top-k, P (SubSQi , θi) ≥
P (SubSQ, θ).

Example 5.1.18. Assume that, for all query blocks of our running example, we
want to compute a score using the sigmoid function sigmoid(t) = 1

1+e−t
over the

sum of variables denoting postsAboutABC property values. As our global scoring
function, we want to use the sigmoid function over the average of D, multiplied by
the average of M . In this case we have:

• SQB1 = 〈QB1, SF1 = sigmoid(?x.postsAboutABC1K ), V a
i = {?x}〉

• SQB2 = 〈QB2, SF2 = sigmoid(?x.postsAboutABC+?y.postsAboutABC
1K ), V a

i = ∅〉

• SQB3 = 〈QB3, SF3 = sigmoid(?x.postsAboutABC+?z.postsAboutABC
10K ), V a

i = ∅〉

• SQB4 = 〈QB4, SF4 = sigmoid(?z.postsAboutABC+?y.postsAboutABC
10K ), V a

i = ∅〉

• SQ = 〈{SQB1, SQB2, SQB3, SQB4}, F = {SQB1}, χG, SF G =

sigmoid(

∑
di∈D

di

4 ×
∑
mi∈M

mi

4 ).

5.2 Baseline Top-k Answering Algorithm

A straightforward algorithm to compute the top-k answers to a scoring query first

computes all answer substitutions and then computes the score of each answer sub-

stitution in order to find the best k. Any subgraph matching algorithm could be

used for this purpose. In this section, we describe our baseline algorithm, which

builds upon the DOGMA framework [13] that considers our specific problem situa-

tion (queries with constants and large disk-residing graphs).

The following definition merges together a set of scoring query blocks.
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Definition 5.2.1 (Unified Query). Given a scoring query SQ and a set
SubSQ = {SQB1, SQB2, . . . , SQBn} ∈ USubSQ, with SQBi = 〈QBi, SFi, V

a
i 〉

and QBi = 〈VQBi , EQBi , χQBi〉, the unified query of SubSQ is unified(SubSQ) =
〈
⋃n
i=1 VQBi ,

⋃n
i=1EQBi ,

⋃n
i=1 χQBi〉.

Algorithm 7 is our Base algorithm. For each valid subset SubSQ of SQ, answer

substitutions are found by applying findSubstitutions to the unified query. A score

for each answer substitution is computed, and finally the top-k are returned. In the

algorithm, dom(θ∅) = ∅.

Algorithm 7: Base

1 Function map (SQ)
Input: Scoring query SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉
Output: Top-k answers and their scores

2 S ← ∅
3 foreach SubSQ ∈ USubSQ do
4 foreach θ ∈ findSubstitutions(unified(SubSQ), θ∅) do
5 S ← S ∪ { (θ, computeScore(SubSQ, θ))}
6 return top-k of S

7 Function findSubstitutions (Q, θ)
Input: Unified query Q = 〈VQ, EQ, χQ〉, partial substitution θ
Output: Set AS of answer substitutions obtained by extending θ

8 if θ maps every variable in Q then
9 return θ

10 NV ← {(c, ?v)|(?v, c) or (c, ?v) ∈ EQ}
11 foreach (c, ?v) ∈ NV do
12 Rc,?v ← getNeighborNum(c, getEdgeLabel(c, ?v))
13 if Rc,?v = 0 then return ∅
14 (c, ?w)← (c, ?v) ∈ NV with minimum Rc,?v

15 N?w ←GetValidNeighbors(Q, c, ?w)
16 AS ← ∅
17 foreach m ∈ N?w do
18 θ′ ← θ ∪ {?w/m}
19 AS ← AS∪ map(Qθ′,θ′)

20 return AS

The findSubstitutions function uses function getNeighborNum that returns the

number of c’s neighbors which are connected through an edge with a given label.
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Moreover, function GetValidNeighbors, when applied to a unified query Q, a vertex

c, and a variable ?w, returns the neighbors of c that can be mapped to ?w given

EQ and χQ. At this point, we access the disk index and also use DOGMA’s pruning

technique based on IPD values to filter neighbors that cannot be part of a valid

answer (see Section 5.3.1). .

Instead of doing massive table-joins [9, 21, 55], findSubstitutions uses DOGMA to

perform a depth-first graph traversal search from constants. Line 8 checks whether

a complete substitution for the unified query has been generated. Line 10 inspects

every edge of the having one end mapped to a vertex of the graph and not the other.

Rc,?v is the number of c’s neighbors in the graph that are connected through an edge

having the same label as the one between c and ?v — therefore, Rc,?v is the number

of candidates for ?v. In line 14 we select the edge in the subgraph query with the

lowest number of candidates. In line 17, we substitute ?w with each candidate m

and recursively continue the assembly of answers.

5.3 ATK Algorithm

This section describes the proposed advanced pruning ATK algorithm. We start

by briefly discussing the index structure used by the algorithm for both subgraph

matching and the computation of upper bounds on scores. We then move on to

describe the overall structure of the algorithm and its main components.
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5.3.1 ATK Graph Database Index

ATK employs a disk-based index that leverages the DOGMA index and extends it

to store additional information. DOGMA decomposes the data graph into a large

number of small, densely connected subgraphs and stores them in a binary tree

structured index. Initially, it iteratively halves the number of vertices by merging

randomly selected vertices with all of their neighbors. This process is repeated till

a graph with less than or equal to Z vertices is reached. The graph DBMS admin-

istrator can choose Z so that graphs will fit into a disk page and their partitioning

can be done in reasonable time (in our experiments, we set Z = 100). After reaching

a single graph, DOGMA builds a binary tree by iteratively partitioning each graph

into two in order to minimize edge cut. Each node of the index tree thus represents

a subgraph of the original graph database. Leaves of the tree correspond to disk

pages.

DOGMA has been shown to be able to increase the I/O-efficiency by exploiting

data locality. Moreover, for every vertex, it stores the internal partition distance

(IPD), i.e. the number of hops from the vertex to the nearest other vertex outside

the disk page. Using IPD, a minimum distance between vertices can quickly be

computed, and candidates can be pruned if their distance is higher than the dis-

tance between their respective query graph variables. For example, assume a partial

substitution θ where ?v is mapped to c1 and ?u to c2 with dist(?v, ?u) = 4 (where

dist(x, y) denotes the length of the shortest path between x and y), IPD(c1) = 2 and

IPD(c2) = 3, and c1 and c2 reside on different disk pages. This partial substitution
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cannot create a complete substitution because dist(?v, ?u) < IPD(c1) + IPD(c2),

so it can be pruned right away.

We make the following extension to DOGMA in order to support scoring queries.

For each leaf node N , we store the edges that connect the node to other leaf nodes,

along with aggregates (maximum, minimum, and average) of the properties of the

vertices represented by N or adjacent to a vertex in N (called “boundary” vertices).

As it will be clearer in the following, this additional information allows the ATK

algorithm to compute upper bounds much more efficiently.

5.3.2 Overall Structure of ATK

The ATK algorithm, given a scoring query SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉, works by recursively

extending pairs of the form (SubSQ, θ), where SubSQ ∈ USubSQ and θ is a (partial)

substitution for unified(SubSQ). The algorithm is based on two main operations:

block extension and variable extension.

Definition 5.3.1 (Block Extension, Variable Extension). Consider a pair
(SubSQ, θ) where SubSQ ∈ USubSQ and θ is a (partial) substitution for
unified(SubSQ). Suppose SQB ∈ S \ SubSQ is a scoring query block such that
SubSQ ∪ {SQB} ∈ USubSQ. The result of block extension is a pair (SubSQ ∪
{SQB}, θ). Now assume θ is partial for unified(SubSQ). The result of vari-
able extension is a pair (SubSQ, θ′) where dom(θ′) = dom(θ) ∪ {?x} and ?x ∈
VARunified(SubSQ) \ dom(θ).

Intuitively, block extension adds a new scoring query block to SubSQ without

changing θ. Variable extension maps a variable that is not already mapped by θ.

The ATK algorithm starts by calling extendVariable (SQ,F, θ∅) and proceeds by

alternately performing block and variable extensions (Algorithm 8). For each kind

of extension, ATK needs to choose which block to extend, or which variable and
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associated vertex in the graph database to match the variable. The algorithm con-

tinuously maintains the top-k answers computed so far along with their associated

scores — this is data structure T in Algorithm 8. In order to prune, ATK compares

an upper bound of the score of (SubSQ, θ) with the minimum score of the answers

in T . The latter is updated whenever a new answer substitution is found.

The next few sections discuss the block and variable extension operations in

detail.

5.3.3 Block Extension

Block extension is implemented by the extendBlock function. The set EB contains

scoring query blocks that can be used to extend (SubSQ, θ). When we extend

(SubSQ, θ) to (A = SubSQ ∪ {SQB}, θ), we have to consider three cases. Let us

first assume |T | = k, which means T already stores k answers. In the first case,

biggestUpperBound (A, θ) < min(·,·,p)∈T p. This means that it is not possible to find

any valid superset of SubSQ that can be used to extend θ whose score is greater

than at least one substitution in T . In this case, we completely prune away this

search path. In the second case, we have that upperBound (A, θ) < min(·,·,p)∈T p,

meaning that no substitution extending θ w.r.t. A has a score greater than at least

one substitution in T . In this case, we further extend A by adding other blocks

and without changing θ. This operation is done by recursively calling extendBlock

(SQ,A, θ). If neither the first nor the second case above applies, or if |T | < k, we

extend θ w.r.t. A by calling extendVariable (SQ,A, θ).

The upperBound function is used to compute an upper bound on the scores of
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Algorithm 8: ATK block and variable extension functions

Data: T : global data structure that maintains the top-k preferred answers,
as triples of the form (SubSQ, θ, p). R: global data structure that
maintains the already examined valid subsets of SQ

1 Function extendBlock (SQ, SubSQ, θ)
Input: Scoring query SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉, set SubSQ ∈ USubSQ, partial

substitution θ
2 EB ← {SQB|SQB ∈ S \ SubSQ, SubSQ ∪ {SQB} ∈ USubSQ}
3 foreach SQB ∈ EB do
4 A← SubSQ ∪ {SQB}
5 if A /∈ R then
6 if |T | = k and biggestUpperBound(A, θ) < min(·,·,p)∈T p then
7 return
8 else if |T | = k and upperBound (A, θ) < min(·,·,p)∈T p then
9 extendBlock(SQ,A, θ)

10 else
11 extendVariable(SQ,A, θ)
12 R← R ∪ {A}

13 Function extendVariable (SQ, SubSQ, θ)
Input: Scoring query SQ = 〈S, F, χg, SF g〉, set SubSQ ∈ USubSQ, partial

substitution θ
14 if dom(θ) = VARunified(SubSQ) then
15 updateT (SubSQ, θ,computeScoreAdvanced(SubSQ, θ))
16 if (SubSQ = F ) then R← ∅
17 extendBlock(SQ, SubSQ, θ)
18 return

19 NV ← {(c, ?v)| c and ?v are neighbors in SubSQ and ?v /∈ dom(θ)}
20 NV ← NV ∪ {(θ(?z), ?v)| ?z and ?v are neighbors in SubSQ, ?z ∈ dom(θ),

and ?v /∈ dom(θ)}
21 foreach (c, ?v) ∈ NV do
22 Rc,?v ← getNeighborNum(c, getEdgeLabel(c,?v))
23 if Rc,?v = 0 then return

24 choose (c, ?w) ∈ arg max(c,?v)∈NVRc,?v

25 N?w ←GetValidNeighbors(SubSQ, c, ?w)
26 if (|T | = k) then
27 N?w ← {m| m ∈ N?w and biggestUpperBound(SubSQ, θ ∪ {?w/m})

> min(·,·,p)∈T p}
28 Sort N?w by descending order of biggestUpperBound(SubSQ, θ ∪ {?w/m}) for

all m ∈ N?w

29 foreach m ∈ N?w do
30 θ′ ← θ ∪ {?w/m}
31 extendVariable(SQ,SubSQ, θ′)
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the extensions of θ w.r.t. any given SubSQ as follows. To build the D and M vectors

to be used as in Definition 5.1.16, we set mi = di = 0 for SQBi /∈ SubSQ and di = 1

for SQBi ∈ SubSQ. When computing mi for a SQBi ∈ SubSQ, the upper bound is

simply set to 1 if V a
i 6= ∅. Otherwise, we compute an upper bound for the extensions

of θ by deriving an upper bound for each variable ?v’s property. If ?v ∈ dom(θ),

then we take the exact value by looking at ?vθ. For the candidate vertex set of a

variable ?v /∈ dom(θ),1 we could in principle retrieve all their properties and take the

maximum value — however, this would require a prohibitively expensive retrieval.

We find good upper bounds more efficiently by using the maximum values stored

by the ATK index along with disk pages. For a variable ?v /∈ dom(θ), we look at its

distance in unified(SubSQ) to all vertices c ∈ dom(θ). If dist(c, ?v) < IPD(c) for

some c, then we know that ?v has to be mapped in the same disk page as c. We

can then use the maximum values stored along with the disk pages where c resides.

If multiple maximum values are possible, we take the minimum. If dist(c, ?v) <

IPD(c) + 1, we do the same but use the maximum values of the disk page together

with its boundary vertices. If instead dist(c, ?v) > IPD(c) + 1 for all c, we have

no local information so we use global maximum values. We finally obtain the upper

bound using these exact and maximum values.

Example 5.3.2. Suppose we have three query blocks SQB1 = 〈p →?x, SF1, ∅〉,
SQB2 = 〈?x →?a →?b, SF2, ∅〉 and SQB3 = 〈?x →?b, SF3, ∅〉, and suppose
IPD(c) = 2. Let θ = {?x/c} be an answer substitution for SQB1. Sup-
pose we want to compute an upper bound for the score of extensions of θ w.r.t.
SubSQ = {SQB1, SQB2}. We have that dist(c, ?a) = 1 and dist(c, ?b) = 2
in unified(SubSQ). In this case, D = (1, 1, 0) and M = (m1,m2, 0), where
m1 is the exact score computed from c’s property values and m2 is the maxi-

1We can get all candidates by checking the distance. For example, let c be a constant and
h = dist(c, ?v). We retrieve all neighbors of c whose distance to c is less than h in the graph.
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mum score computed from upper bounds on ?a’s and ?b’s property values. Since
dist(c, ?a) < IPD(c), we know that ?a is mapped to the same disk page as c, so
we can retrieve the maximum values of its properties from the index. Moreover,
since dist(c, ?b) < IPD(c) + 1, variable ?b is mapped to the same disk page plus its
boundary vertices, so again we retrieve the upper bound directly from the index.

Function biggestUpperBound, given a valid subset SubSQ and a partial sub-

stitution θ, returns the biggest possible upper bound of θ, i.e. an upper bound

that is greater than or equal to the upper bounds of any extension of θ w.r.t.

Sub′SQ, where SubSQ ⊂ Sub′SQ ⊆ S. This computation is performed by defin-

ing a distance dist′ from c to ?v for every valid subset SubSQ ∈ USubSQ as

dist′(c, ?v) = max{dist(c, ?v) | dist(c, ?v) is computed w.r.t. unified(SubSQ)} and

using its values for computing mi. Note that we can pre-compute dist′(c, ?v) be-

tween every pair of vertices/variables in unified(SubSQ). The unified query usually

has relatively few vertices — even very complex unified queries will likely have 20-30

vertices, with 100 being a generous estimate of the maximum size. So the quadratic

computation is not prohibitive.

The following result ensures that our computation is correct.

Proposition 5.3.1. Given a scoring query SQ, a set SubSQ ∈ USubSQ, and a
substitution θ for unified(SubSQ), biggestUpperBound (SubSQ, θ) is greater than or
equal to the upper bound of any extension of θ w.r.t. any Sub′SQ such that SubSQ ⊂
Sub′SQ ∈ USubSQ.

Proof. Let D′ = (d′0, d
′
1, . . .) and M ′ = (m′0,m

′
1, . . .) be the two vectors computed

by upperBound (S, θ) using dist′. Now assume P G(D′,M ′) is not the biggest upper
bound, which means there exists a valid subset Sub′SQ ⊃ SubSQ such that an ex-
tension of θ w.r.t. Sub′SQ has a higher score. Let M = (m0,m1, . . .) be the vector
used to compute the upper bound for this extension of θ. We have that mi > m′i for
some i (since in this case d′i = 1 for all i). However, this implies that there exist a
vertex c and a variable ?v such that dist′(c, ?v) < dist(c, ?v), which contradicts the
definition of dist′.

Finally, function updateT adds triples of the form (SubSQ, θ, p) to T , also mak-
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ing sure that (i) T always contains k triples at most, and (ii) the triples in T are

those with the higher values of p. To this aim, if |T | = k, it adds a triple (SubSQ, θ, p)

to T only if min(·,·,p′)∈T p
′ < p — in this case, it also removes a triple with minimum

p′.

5.3.4 Variable Extension

The extendVariable function is similar to findSubstitutions of the Base algorithm, but we

add two key parts. First, we call extendBlock if we generate an answer substitution

for unified(SubSQ) (line 17). Second, we compute a biggest upper bound when

?w is mapped to m and prune the partial substitution if this is smaller than the

minimum score in T (line 27) .

In order to compute a normalized score for a scoring query block SQBi w.r.t.

an answer substitution θ (function computeScoreAdvanced) we construct a subquery

QBiθ
V a and find all its answer substitutions AS(QBiθ

V a). While processing QBiθ
V a ,

we can ignore all constants that are not directly connected to any variables. By Def-

inition 5.1.10,
∑

θ′∈AS(QBiθV a ) SFi(QBi, θ
V aθ′) will be the denominator. This creates

another overhead, but in general, the number of variables in QBiθ
V a is small and

we can reuse results once AS(QBiθ
V a) is computed. In particular, many partial

substitutions will be pruned during the depth-first search and only a small number

of substitutions will be left to handle in line 15.

Example 5.3.3. In the case of Example 5.1.18, ATK works as follows. It starts with
the call extendVariable (SQ, {PQB1}, θ∅), which is depicted as “Start” in Figure 5.3.
There are three candidates for variable ?x of SQB1, namely Mike, Tom, and Bob.
Only Mike meets the constraint ?x.postsAboutABC > 100. θ1 = {?x/Mike} is a
complete substitution for {SQB1}, so its score is computed and the top-1 is now
θ1. θ1 is extended to {SQB1, SQB2}, and along the bold path, the following answer
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substitutions are found:

• θ1 = {?x/Mike} for {SQB1};

• θ2 = {?x/Mike, ?y/Tom} for {SQB1, SQB2};

• θ3 = {?x/Mike, ?y/Tom, ?z/Bob} for {SQB1, SQB2, SQB4};

• θ4 = θ3 for {SQB1, SQB2, SQB3, SQB4}.

?x=Mike

{SQB1}

Extension to 

{SQB1,SQB2}

?y=Tom

{SQB1,SQB2}

Extension to

{SQB1,SQB2,S

QB4}

?z=Bob

{SQB1,SQB2,S

QB4}

Extension to

{SQB1,SQB2,SQ

B3,SQB4}

Start

Extension to 

{SQB1,SBQ3}

ɵ1

ɵ2

ɵ3ɵ4

?z=Sue

{SQB1,SQB2,S

QB4}

Figure 5.3: Example run of the ATK algorithm. Gray boxes represent pruned search.

Thus, θ4 is now the top-1 with a score of 46.7%. The depth-first search now back-
tracks to the mapping which sets ?z to Sue, but its upper bound score of 46.6% is too
low to beat θ4 (because Sue’s property value is too low). Thus, this mapping attempt
is pruned. The extension of θ1 to {SQB1, SQB3} is also pruned because its upper
bound score with d2 = 0 and d4 = 0 is less than the current top-1’s score. Note that
we only show the steps that find θ4 and two pruning cases in Figure 5.3 — all other
depth-first search cases are omitted in the figure.

5.4 Experiments

We tested our framework using the 4 graph databases in Table 5.1. For each

database, we generated 3000 scoring queries consisting of h query blocks each. We

started by randomly retrieving h subgraphs with e edges each, ensuring that each

subgraph partially overlapped with at least one of the others. Then we selected

a fixed portion of vertices (60% to 80%, depending on the query size and graph

database used) from the set of retrieved ones and converted them to variables in all

subgraphs. This ensured that the generated queries had at least one answer.

For generating constraints, we selected 30% of variables. For each selected

variable ?v that replaced a vertex u with property u.p = z, we wrote a constraint
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|V | |E|
CiteSeerX [27] 0.93M 2.9M

IMDb [37] 2.1M 7.7M
YouTube [25] 4.6M 14.9M

Flickr [19] 6.2M 15.2M

Table 5.1: Graph databases used in the experiments.

whose form is either ?v.p ≥ z or ?v.p ≤ z (if u had multiple numerical properties,

we chose one randomly). This way, we also guaranteed that there existed at least

one substitution for each query block (we actually obtained upto tens of millions of

substitutions).

In r out of the h scoring query blocks, we used normalized preference scoring,

i.e. we chose a set of |VARQBi |/2 variables and designated them as V a
i . Then we

defined:

SFi(SQBi, θ) =
1

1 + e−t
, where t =


∑

?v∈VARQBi
℘(?vθ,property)

1K , if V a
i = ∅;∑

?v∈V a
i
℘(?vθ,property)

1K , otherwise.

Moreover, we defined SF G(D,M) = 1
1+e−t

×
∑
imi
|M | , where t =

∑
i di.

We generated two groups of “small” queries with h = 2, e = 2, and r ∈ {0, 1},

and two groups of “large” queries with h = 5, e = 3, and r ∈ {0, 2}. We compared

the performance of the Base algorithm with the ATK algorithm and distinguished

two variants of the latter — we call ATK1 the variant where we only prune partial

substitutions, and ATK2 the one where we prune both partial substitutions and

block extensions. This allowed us to assess whether the effort devoted to pruning

block extensions along with partial substitutions pays off in terms of overall query

evaluation performance.
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Moreover, we compared ATK with two of the most popular RDF query engines,

Jena [1] and GraphDB [51], used as function findSubstitutions in the Base algorithm.

5.4.1 Experimental Results

We started by measuring average query evaluation times for different query groups

and algorithms, with k = 5. The results are reported in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Query evaluation times for different query groups and algorithms.

In general, the performances obtained by the ATK algorithm appear very satis-

factory. ATK2 always outperforms ATK1 (with an average performance improvement

around 15%) which confirms that pruning block extensions as well as partial sub-

stitutions is always beneficial. In comparison with Base, ATK2 saved 32% to 85% of

query evaluation time for small queries, whith an average of 63%. For large queries,

it saved 32% to 78% with an average of 59%. In the majority of cases, the perfor-
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mance advantage of ATK2 over Base when r = 0 is higher than the one obtained

when r > 0 — for instance, with large queries over IMDb, the advantage is 78%

when r = 0 and 58% when r = 2. This is natural because the components of the

M vector used in function upperBound are simply set to 1 if V a is not empty. An

interesting good result is that ATK2 still shows a good performance advantage over

ATK1 when r > 0.

Jena and GraphDB need a longer time to answer queries than Base. As indicated

in [13, 9, 21, 55], traditional relational storage techniques such as triplestores have

lower performance than graph database systems when facing these kinds of queries,

due to inefficient table-joins.

Table 5.2 shows p-values that demonstrate that these results on query evalu-

ation time reduction are statistically significant. The highest one is p2 on YouTube,

which is still lower than the usual significance threshold of 0.05. For all other cases,

p-values are much lower than the threshold. This shows that all of our claims of

improved efficiency via our two pruning methods are statistically significant as is

the assertion that ATK2 is better than ATK1.

p1 p2

CiteSeerX 3× 10−3 1.7× 10−3

IMDb 5.8× 10−4 2.5× 10−3

YouTube 1.7× 10−4 2.2× 10−2

Flickr 2× 10−3 7.19× 10−9

Table 5.2: p-values. p1 is obtained using the paired t-test between Base and ATK1

for all query groups — p2 compares ATK1 and ATK2 in the same way.

We also retrieved the number of answer substitutions computed for all queries

with k = 5 and drew a trend line (linear line with least square error) showing how
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Base, ATK1, and ATK2 scale with the number of answer substitutions. As expected

(Figure 5.5) both ATK1 and ATK2 scale much better than Base, showing the best

performance on the IMDb and YouTube datasets. Again, ATK2 outperforms ATK1 in

all cases.
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Figure 5.5: Trend lines for query evaluation times vs. number of answer substitu-
tions.

Finally, we assessed how the query evaluation times of ATK2 scale with the

value of k. The results are shown in Figure 5.6. The algorithm appears to scale

gracefully — the increment in evaluation time is over 10% in just 5 out of 48 cases.

On average, the increment was less than 6% when moving from k = 5 to k = 20

and less that 5% when moving from k = 20 to k = 50. Interestingly, the average

increment was just 11.03% even when moving from k = 5 to k = 50.
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Figure 5.6: Query evaluation times of ATK2 for different query groups and values of
k.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

Edge-labeled graphs are occurring increasingly frequently. In many applications, it

is appropriate to allow a user to specify functions that capture what is important for

him, as opposed to ramming a top-down definition of importance down the user’s

throat. In this thesis research, we argue that the user may express his notion of im-

portance via a set of subgraph matching queries and scorring/aggregating functions.

To this end, we propose four different top-k importance computation models, which

spans even aggregated, approximate and probabilistic top-k queries. We carried

out detailed experiments with real-world data from CiteSeerX, IMDb, YouTube, Flickr,

GovTrack, SPINN, BSBM, and Orkut in order to evaluate performance. The datasets

involved graph databases with upto 234M edges. Our experiments show that an-

swers on these real-world data sets can be computed in very good time frames.
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